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Résumé 

Dans un Système de transport intelligent (ITS), le développement des lois de commande d'un 

véhicule qui suit une route sans intervention humaine nécessite la modélisation des 

comportements d'un conducteur qui sont classés en trois niveaux : Commande, Supervision 

et Définition. 

La Commande est le niveau le plus bas et sa responsabilité est d'atteindre la 

vitesse désirée tout en gardant le véhicule à l'intérieur des limites géométriques 

de la route et sur le trajet désiré. Ce niveau modélise les comportements 

compensatoires d'un conducteur. 

Certains comportements intelligents du conducteur humain jouent un rôle 

important dans la conception d'un système de commande fiable et efficace 

capable de remplacer le conducteur dans sa tâche. Ces types de comportements 

font partie du niveau de Supervision, un niveau plus élevé, qui supervise certains 

paramètres critiques et qui définit et modifie les valeurs désirées du niveau de 

commande si nécessaire. 

L'itinéraire de la route ainsi que la définition des limites géométriques et de la 

vitesse se font par le niveau de Définition. 
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Cette thèse porte principalement sur le développement du niveau de commande permettant 

éventuellement d'intégrer les niveaux supérieurs. Cette recherche nécessite l'étude de la 

cinématique et de la dynamique des véhicules routiers, ainsi que l'étude des lois de 

commande du correcteur. Elle comporte trois étapes de développement qui ont fait l'objet 

de publications dans des revues scientifiques. 

La première étape consiste à développer un correcteur non linéaire basé sur un modèle 

dynamique d'un robot mobile de type véhicule automobile (car-like). Plusieurs travaux ont 

déjà été réaiisés sur la commandabilité des robots mobiles de type omnidirectionnel. En 

s'inspirant de ces travaux et en faisant ressortir la différence entre la cinématique de ces deux 

types de robot, la méthode de la linéarisation par retour d'états a été appliquée, tout en 

assurant la stabilité de la dynamique interne. Cette dynamique inobservable existe pour tous 

les systèmes mobiles ayant un contact rigide et sans glissement entre la surface de roulement 

et la roue (centre instantané de la vitesse nulle). Dans cette étape, les sorties du système de 

commande sont la vitesse du robot et son rayon de courbure. 

La deuxième étape consiste à améliorer le contrôle latéral du robot, c'est-à-dire commander 

la position (les coordonnées X-Y) du robot dans un système de référence cartésien. 

Contrairement aux robots omnidirectionnels, Ia réalisation de cette étape est impossible pour 

un point de commande attaché au corps principal du robot de type véhicule automobile. Ce 

problème fut contourné en commandant la position d'un point attaché aux roues de direction. 

Comme à l'étape précédente, ce deuxième système de commande est basé sur un modèle 
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dynamique non linéaire du véhicule et développé avec la méthode de linéarisation par retour 

d'états. 

Dans les méthodes classiques de commande des robots, les entrées du système sont des 

trajectoires désirées (les valeurs désirées en fonction du temps). L'utilisation de cette 

méthode pour développer le niveau de commande complique la réalisation du niveau de 

supervision puisque la modification des valeurs désirées en cours d'exécution s'avère 

difficile étant donné la nécessité de recalculer toutes les trajectoires désirées. La troisième 

partie de ce travail consiste donc à développer un système de commande où la vitesse du 

robot est commandée indépendamment de sa déviation latérale par rapport à un trajet désiré. 

En définissant ta déviation latérale comme étant la distance entre h position d'un point du 

véhicule et son trajet désiré, une erreur latérale dépendant seulement des caractéristiques 

géométriques du trajet désiré est obtenue. Avec cette nouvelle approche, les entrées du 

niveau de commande ne sont plus des trajectoires. Cela rend la modification des valeurs 

désirées plus facile et permet éventuellement l'intégration des aspects intelligents d'un 

conducteur humain dans notre modèle de conducteur qui est l'élément de base d'un ITS. 



Abstract 

In an Intelligent Transport System, for a vehicle which follows a path without the presence 

of a human driver, the control law development requires the modeling of the human driver 

behavior. A driver behavior are classified in three different levels: Control, Supervision, and 

Definition. 

Control level is the lowest level with the responsibility of reaching the desired 

speed and maintaining the vehicle on the path. This level models driver 

compensatory reactions. 

Some of the driver intelligent activities which play a role in the modeling of the 

driver behavior are realized at the Supervision level. This level is placed above 

the control level and it defines and modifies the control level desired values. 

The itinerary, road geometnc limits and speed limits are defined at the Definition 

level . 

In this thesis the focus is on the control law developments for the control level, which 

requires an analysis on the kinematics and dynamics of ground vehicles. The research has 

been carried out in three steps which resulted in three pubLications given in appendices A., 

B and C. 



The first step consists in developing a control law based on a dynamic model of car-like 

mobile robots. The controllability of omnidirectional mobile robots has been vastly studied 

before. Taking advantage of these studies, the kinematic differences between these two 

mobile robot farnilies have been pointed out. Input/Output Feedback Linearization (VOF'L) 

method has been used to develop the first control law cornrnanding a car-like robot speed and 

its instantaneous curvature. 

In the second step, the objective is to complete the vehicle lateral control. But, the UOFL 

cannot be realized for the Cartesian coordinates of any point attached to the vehicle main 

body, however it is possible for a point attached to the front steerable tire. Similar to the fint 

step, the nonlinear dynamic model has been used for the controller design. 

Conventionally, the control of robots is based on inputs of desired trajectories, which are 

functions of tirne. The approach is not a convenient choice for the structure of our control 

level. Hence, in the third step, the lateral control law has been developed using a geometric 

lateral-offset as the system input instead of the conventional desired trajectories. This input 

removes the time dependence of lateral inputs and the vehicle speed control becomes 

independent fiom the vehicle lateral control. As a result, the supervision level can modiîy 

the control level inputs (desired values) which is an essential element for the integration of 

the driver intelligent activities at the supervision level. 



Condensé en français 

Contexte 

Dans un système véhicule/conducteur/route, le véhicule automobile et la route représentent 

les deux éléments construits par les êtres humains. Le véhicule est un système dynamique 

à plusieurs degrés de liberté avec des contraintes géométriques (holonorniques) et de vitesse 

(non holonomiques). Une route est un trajet quasi planaire défini par des caractéristiques 

géométriques. Le conducteur humain, qui doit guider le véhicule entre les limites de la route, 

se présente comme L'élément le plus imprévisible de ce système. Le conducteur a une 

responsabilité très importante quant à Ia sécunté routière. Comme les véhicules 

d'aujourd'hui sont mieux conçus, les erreurs humaines demeurent la première cause des 

accidents mortels dans notre système de transport. Cette réalité nous amène à considérer le 

remplacement partiel ou complet du conducteur par un système de pilotage automatique. En 

plus d'améliorer la sécunté routière, le but de la recherche sur un ITS ( Intelligent Transport 

System ) est d'augmenter la productivité du réseau de transport. 

Les comportements d'un conducteur sont une combinaison de ses réactions compensatoires 

et de ses activités intelligentes. Les corrections de la déviation latérale et de l'erreur sur la 

vitesse sont catégorisées parmi les réactions compensatoires d'un conducteur. La tendance 

actuelle est de modéliser ces types de réactions par des correcteurs classiques qui ont des 
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performances et une fiabilité reconnues pour la commande des systèmes dynamiques 

linéaires et non linéaires. Toutefois, le manque de flexibilité de leur structure complique leur 

application dans un système véhicule/conducteur/route. La littérature montre que certaines 

des activités intelligentes d'un conducteur humain telles l'adaptation à la dynamique de son 

véhicule, l'anticipation sur la forme future de la route et la prédiction de l'état futur de son 

véhicule jouent un rôle important dans la correction de la déviation latérale et la commande 

de la vitesse du véhicule. 

La réalisation d'un modèle de conducteur qui considère les réactions compensatoires ainsi 

que les activités intelligentes d'un conducteur humain, nécessite une division des tâches en 

trois niveaux : commande, supervision et définition. Le niveau de commande réalise les 

réaction compensatoires d'un conducteur et il a la responsabilité d'annuler la déviation 

latérale et l'erreur sur la vitesse. Certains auteurs ont combiné les activités intelligentes du 

conducteur avec ses réactions compensatoires dans un seul correcteur. Ils ont ainsi obtenu 

des correcteurs complexes avec certaines limites d'application. 

Le niveau de supervision vérifie certains paramètres critiques et définit les entrées du niveau 

de commande. Lorsqu'un conducteur suit un chemin, il analyse la configuration (position et 

orientation) de son véhicule par rapport à la route et prend des décisions en utilisant ses 

connaissances et son expérience. Dans le but de maintenir la validité de son raisonnement, 

le conducteur supervise les conditions ayant menées à une prise de décision. Il doit par 

conséquent adapter ses décisions avec le changement des conditions. Une façon de réaliser 
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cette adaptation est de modifier les valeurs désirées du niveau de commande avec le niveau 

de supervision. Ce niveau réalise certaines activités intelligentes du conducteur et il active 

seulement si une des valeurs désirées requiert une modification ou un des paramètres sous 

sa supervision atteint sa valeur critique. Le comportement d'un tel niveau de supervision est 

discret. 

Le niveau de Définition choisit l'itinéraire et définit les limites géométriques de la route de 

même que la vitesse maximale. 

L'objectif principal de cette recherche est de concevoir un système de commande continu qui 

est assez robuste aux variations discontinues et non fréquentes de ses valeurs désirées. Ce 

type de système de commande (correcteur) sera compatible avec le niveau de supervision et 

il permettra une intégration facile des caractéristiques intelligentes d'un conducteur. La 

démarche pour atteindre cet objectif a été réalisé en trois étapes. La première étape consiste 

à étudier la cinématique et à développer un nouveau modèle dynamique des robots mobiles 

de type véhicule automobile de même qu'à concevoir un correcteur avec la méthode de la 

linéarisation par retour d'états. Le déveioppement d'un système de commande qui comge 

la position de ce type de robot représente la seconde partie de cette recherche. La troisième 

étape consiste à commander la vitesse du robot indépendamment de sa déviation latérale, 

grâce à une nouvelle définition géométrique de cette déviation. Ces trois étapes sont 

détaillées respectivement dans les annexes A, B et C. 
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Correcteur adaptés aux caractéristiques d'un robot de type véhicule automobile 

Cette section introduit les deux premiers articles, soit "Kinematics, Dynamics and Control 

of a Car-like Mobile Robot" présenté à I'annexe A et, "hoking Ahead Path-tracking of a 

Car-like Mobile Robot" fourni à l'annexe B. Pour développer le correcteur du niveau de 

commande, on a besoin d'un modèle dynamique simplifié du véhicule. Un modèle complet, 

qui pourrait prendre en compte presque tous les comportements d'un véhicule, est trop 

complexe pour être utilisé dans la conception d'un correcteur. Un modèle plus adéquat 

retient seulement les mouvements planaires du véhicule qui influencent significativement la 

commande latérale et la correction de la vitesse du véhicule. 

Dans le contexte d'un ïïS, le modèle dynamique le plus approprié pour la conception d'un 

système de commande est celui d'un robot mobile de type véhicule automobile ayant des 

caractéristiques similaires aux voitures de tourisme d'aujourd'hui. Le modèle doit représenter 

un véhicule dirigé par une roue avant et pouvant être entraîné par une traction avant ou par 

une propulsion arrière. Dans la littérature, il existe aussi des robots mobiles de type 

omnidirectionnel qui ont les roues arrières actionnées indépendamment. Ce type de robot est 

conçu pour avoir une bonne manoeuvrabilité. Dans le contexte des ateliers flexibles (FMS), 

la commande de ce type de robot a été beaucoup éixdiée. Ces travaux nous ont amené à 

étudier les comportements cinématique et dynamique de ces deux types de robots dans le but 

de trower les différences qui influencent la conception du système de commande (annexe 



A). Pour l'étude de la cinématique, le lien entre les vitesses cartésiennes (espace de la tâche) 

et les deux vitesses de l'espace d'articulation est défini par la matrice jacobienne. 

Pour un robot mobile de type véhicule automobile, la variation de l'angle de direction, qui 

est une des vitesses d'articulation, n'infiuence pas les vitesses angulaire et linéaire du corps 

principal du robot. Cette cinématique restreinte produit une colonne de zéro dans la matrice 

jacobienne. Ce problème de singularité n'existe pas dans le cas des robots mobiles de type 

omnidirectionnel puisque la vitesse de chaque roue influence la vitesse angulaire ainsi que 

la vitesse linéaire du corps principal du véhicule dans l'espace cartésien. 

Connaissant les différences entre la cinématique des deux types de robots, un modèle 

dynamique non linéaire a été développé pour un robot mobile de type véhicule automobile. 

Ce modèle est non linéaire et simule les comportements dynamiques importants d'un 

véhicule dans ces mouvement planaires. Il reproduit les effets d'inerties et l'accélération 

centrifuge ainsi que le couplage entre la dynamique de la direction et celle de la traction 

(annexe A) ou de la propulsion (annexe C). Ce modèle dynamique a été utilisé comme base 

pour la conception des systèmes de commande non linéaires de tous mes travaux. Les entrées 

de ce modèle dynamique sont les couples de traction et de direction. 

À I'annexe A, tout comme pour mes autres travaux, le système de commande est réalisé en 

utilisant Ia méthode classique de linéarisation par retour d'états. Les contraintes non 

holonomiques étant une partie inséparable d'un système mobile sans glissement, la 
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dynamique des contraintes n'est pas observable. L'étude sur la stabilité de cette dynamique 

interne est nécessaire à la conception d'un correcteur non linéaire basé sur cette méthode. 

Dans le développement de notre premier système de commande, la vitesse du véhicule et le 

rayon de courbure instantané du robot ont été choisis comme les sorties commandées. Avec 

ces sorties, la vitesse du véhicule est commandée directement, et le problème de singularité 

dans la matrice jacobienne est éliminé. Les principales contributions dans cette étape sont 

le développement d'un modèle dynamique non linéaire avec les caractéristiques citées et la 

conception d'un système de commande invariant dans le temps pour un robot mobile de type 

véhicule automobile qui assure la stabilité de la dynamique interne et qui réalise le contrôle 

longitudinal (vitesse) du véhicule. Les détails mathématiques et les résultats de simulation 

pour cette partie de travail sont donnés dans l'article présenté à l'annexe A. 

Ce premier système de commande ne fournit pas toutes les performances désirées sur le 

niveau de commande de notre modèle de conducteur. En contrôlant le rayon de courbure, on 

commande indirectement l'orientation du véhicule. Toutefois, sa position dans un système 

de référence cartésien n'est pas commandée. Advenant une perturbation sur ta position du 

robot, le système de commande est incapable d'éliminer la déviation latérale. 

L'objectif du second article (annexe B) est d'éviter ce problème en commandant la position 

du robot dans un système de référence newtonien. La principale contribution scientifique de 

ce travail est le développement d'un correcteur qui permet de commander les coordonnés 
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cartésiennes d'un robot de type véhicule automobile, selon un système de référence 

newtonien. Pour éviter le problème de singularité, on commande les coordonnés X-Y d'un 

point à une certaine distance de l'avant du véhicule et qui se déplace avec les roues de 

direction. En contrôlant les variations des coordonnés cartésiennes de ce point de commande, 

la dérivée de l'orientation du véhicule est également commandée étant donné ia présence des 

contraintes non holonomiques. Les détails mathématiques et les résultats de simulation sont 

donnés dans l'article présenté à l'annexe B. 

Les deux approches proposées précédemment comportent certains avantages et 

inconvénients. La première approche a l'avantage de commander la vitesse du véhicule d'une 

façon indépendante. Cela facilite l'intégration des aspects de supervision, mais la commande 

latérale n'est pas complète. Dans la deuxième approche, la position du véhicule est bien 

contrôlée, mais le système ne commande pas directement la vitesse du véhicule. Il est 

difncile de réunir ces deux avantages dans un seul système de commande sans être obligé 
I 

de poser des contraintes telle la linéarité du trajet. Pour ne pas rendre trop comp!exe la 

structure du système de commande, nous avons choisi de garder le même nombre d'entrées 

et de sorties. Puisque le véhicule possède deux entrées et qu'il est préférable de commander 

indépendamment la vitesse du véhicule, la commande latérale doit être réalisée par un seul 

paramètre de sortie n ' iduenpnt  pas la vitesse du véhicule. 
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Conception d'un système de commande avec une déviation latérale géométrÎque 

Dans un système de transport intelligent, l'objectif principal de commande est la poursuite 

d'un trajet géométrique (garder le véhicule sur la route) à une vitesse désirée. La 

modification de cette vitesse ne dépend pas seulement de ta position du véhicule sur ce 

trajet. Elle dépend aussi des conditions de La route, le t~afic, le type de véhicule, 

l'accélération latérale du véhicule, etc. Cela justifie le besoin de commander la vitesse 

indépendamment de la position du véhicule. Dans les deux premières approches, les entrées 

du système sont des trajectoires désirées qui représentent le trajet désiré en fonction du 

temps. La responsabilité du système de commande est donc de suivre une position donnée 

à chaque instant. L'utilisation d'une trajectoire comme entrée du système amène une 

dépendance entre la commande de la vitesse du véhicule et la correction de la position. 

Pour éviter cette dépendance, cette thèse propose une commande latérale qui corrige une 

erreur latérale géométrique obtenue par la projection de la position du véhicule sur le trajet 

(annexe C).  contrairement aux approches classiques utilisant des trajectoires, dans le 

système de commande basé sur une erreur latérale géométrique, l'entrée de la correction 

latérale est indépendante du temps. Cette nouvelle approche sépare la commande de la 

vitesse de la correction de l'erreur latérale, et facilite l'intégration des activités intelligentes 

d'un conducteur à l'intérieur du niveau de supervision. Cet aspect géométrique du système 

de commande est une contribution scientifique importante et intéressante dans un ï I 'S .  
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Une interprétation intuitive peut clar5er t'idée du correcteur géométrique par rapport aux 

systèmes de commande basés sur des trajectoires désirées. La stratégie de commande par 

trajectoire peut être comparée à la poursuite d'un véhicule virtuel qui suit un trajet à une 

vitesse donnée. Dans cette stratégie, si le robot mobile est en anière du véhicule virtuel tout 

en étant sur le trajet désiré, le système de commande, qui compare la position instantanée du 

robot avec celle du véhicule virtuel, interprète cette distance comme une erreur de position 

et envoie une commande d'accélération pour annuler l'erreur. Cette commande 

d'accélération produit une variation de la vitesse. Si t'objectif est de rester entre les limites 

de la route à une vitesse désirée, cette variation sera interprétée comme uneerreur de vitesse. 

Ainsi les deux parties du système de commande (correcteur latéral basé sur une trajectoire 

désirée et correcteur de vitesse) agissent de façon contradictoire. Par contre, dans le concept 

d'un correcteur avec une déviation géométrique, cette erreur ne se génère pas puisque l'erreur 

latérale sera une distance entre la positiori actuelle du robot et le trajet désiré. Ainsi, il n'y 

aura pas de contradiction entre les deux parties du système de commande. 

Le système de commande géométrique ne requiert plus une génération de trajectoires en 

fonction du temps. Cela allège la structure du système de commande, enlève la réaction 

contradictoire à l'intérieur du correcteur et permet de commander indépendamment la vitesse 

et l'erreur latérale. Les détails mathématiques, la projection géométrique et les résultats de 

simulation sont donnés dans l'article scientifique donné à l'annexe C. Ce dernier système de 

commande oEre les caractéristiques recherchées qui permettent d'intégrer les aspects de 

supervision à un modèle de conducteur. 
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Introduction 

Research on the Vehicle/Pilot/Environment system consists of a vast variety of concepts and 

covers a great amount of works from different branches of science and engineering. The 

word vehicle can address any mobile system which has one or several degrees of freedorn 

(d.o.f.'s). Here, the vehicle is a Front Wheel Dnve (FWD), a Rear Wheel Dnve (RWD) or 

an Al1 Wheel Drive (4WD) Car, the pilot is a h u m a .  driver, and the environment is a road, 

thus, our working £rame becomes a Car/Driver/Road system. Both cars and roads are 

designed and built by humans and usually have invariant and predictable charactenstics, 

whife the driver behavior are affected by many factors such as fatigue, age, experience, 

intelligence, etc. These special characteristics, of a human dnver, portrays him as the 

unpredictable element of the Car/Dnver/Road system, and also as the cause of a majonty of 

fatal accidents. In order to increase the safety of the surface transportation system, the 

Advanced Vehicle Control Systems (AVCS) is the research branch that seeks to increase the 

dnver perception of his environment, for example, detecting obstacles in vehicle blind spots 

and warning the dnver. This branch aims to equip vehicles with devices or systems to 

provide a safer transportation. 

Although vehicles are better equipped and dnvers have more complete driving courses, the 

human driver is still the fïrst cause of most fatal accidents. This bitter reality enhance the 

necessity of understanding the driver control behavior in order to design a sort of intelligent 



autopilot system which may replace the human driver control responsibilities. Applying this 

advanced technoiogy to the operaiion of the surface transportation systems, aims to, improve 

transportation productivity, enhance road safety, maximize the use of existing roads and 

reduce adverse environmental effects. Hence, research toward an Intelligent Transportation 

System (TB), in particular an Intelligent Vehicle Highway System (TVHS), is among the 

major initiatives of government, industry and academia. 

1.1 Human Driver Compensatory Reactions 

Since the goal of this research is to find a Driver Mode1 which can mode1 a human driver 

behavior dunng a driving task, the first step is to understand how the driver makes decisions 

when he' is driving his car on a road. Thus, it is important to understand how an experienced 

driver selects the path and modifies the vehicle speed on the road. Driver's intelligent 

appears through the decision making process toward setting the desired values, Le. driver 

receives information from environment (ex. weather and road condition, the road turns, etc.) 

as well as from his vehicle (ex. vehicle speed, dashboard information, noises, vibrations, 

etc.). By analyzing these information, an expenenced driver defines the path to follow (the 

desired path) and chooses the appropriate speed (desired speed). Driver cornpensatory 

reactions or the driver automatic reactions are defined to envelop the traction and steering 

commands that he performs to maintain the vehicle on the desired path and to achieving and 

1 ccHim" is used here for simplicity of writing and addresses both sexes. 



stay on the desired speed. Meanwhile, he keeps supervising these rezctions, what gives him 

the ability of modifying the previously defined desired values. E there is any change in the 

conditions under which the desired values are defined or if any of supervised parameters such 

as lateral acceleration approaches their critical values, the experienced driver adapts his 

driving pattern to this new condition. 

1.2 Driver Intelligence and Path Tracking (Supervision) 

Path tracking is the battery of the driver compensatory reactions in order to cancel the error 

between the controlled parameters and the associated desired values. Our tendency is to 

mode1 these reactions by recent servo regulators which have shown their performance and 

their reliability on the control of many linear or nonlinear dynamic systems. Taking 

advantage of the power of modem controllers, they can well simulate the dnvers 

compensatory reactions, indeed, they can mode1 the tasks of the control level. However, their 

need to the desired trajectones, as the inputs time-dependent functions, limits their direct 

application to this concept, i.e. the car/driver/road system. 

Previous work in this field reveals that some of the driver's intelligent activities play a role 

in the lateral and speed control of vehicles. Driver's adaptation to the vehicle dynamics and 

road condition, driver's anticipation on the future road turns, and driver's prediction of the 

future state of the vehicle are fiequently discussed in the literature. When a driver is 



following a path, he uses his intelligence to supervise his driving manner, in fact, a human 

driver is not just an error compensator he is an intelligent path tracker. 

A human driver makes his decisions by analyzing the situation using his knowledge and his 

experience. Even after the decision is made, an intelligent driver supervises the condition 

under which the decision has been made in order to maintain his decision validity. If the 

condition is changed, the given decision, Le. the chosen desired values, may not be valid 

anymore and must be modifïed for the new condition. The supervision can be either a 

preventive action or a global verification of conditions. 

The place of driver intelligent activities in the existing driver models has not yet been 

defined. Some authors tried to integrate driver intelligent activities and compensatory 

reactions in one controller using the classical theory of linear or nonlinear control but the 

result was controllers with complex mathematical structure even for simple kinematic 

vehicle rnodels (Peng et al., 1989). Some others defined the control problem only by driver 

cornpensatory reactions without considering driver intelligent activities. Anyhow, we also 

believe that dnver intelligent activities should be modeled in order to have a complete driver 

model, but it should be placed on a higher level than the compensatory reactions. The 

supervision level modines the desired values for the control level and requires the 

compatibility of this level, in which dnver compensatory reactions are modeled, with the 

supervision level. 



A simple example can show the necessity of having a supernision level in the structure of the 

proposed driver mode1 with supervision aspects. Let's assume that in the presence of a good 

visibility and normal road condition, a driver is guiding his vehicle between the geornetrical 

limits of a road. Suddenly there is a change in an environmental condition which has been 

under supervision during the control execution; for example rain starts falling. An 

experienced driver knows intuitively that under this new condition a high lateral acceleration 

may cause the vehicle to skid. The preventive reaction of an experienced driver is thus to 

reduce the car speed, (modification of the desired speed). Besides, because of slippery road 

conditions, the driver becomes more conscious of his lateral steering commands. ln  other 

word, for the same path tracking the driver defines a new driving pattern by modifying his 

speed and his rnanner of steering. 

In this example, road condition and visibility are changed, none of them can be a direct input 

of the control level. Hence, supervision is done on different parameters than outputs of the 

control level by which sirnulates driver compensatory reactions. In this example, the driver 

new decisions would be respectîvely speed reduction and/or performing smoother steering 

commands to stay within the road adhesion limit and thus far frorn skidding nsk. This new 

decision can be realized by changes in the desired speed and the control level settling time. 

From this example it is seen that although the driver does not control the lateral acceleration 

explicitly, he supervises it very carefully. 



1.3 From Human Decision Making to Design of Control Level 

In the above explanations, two different levels have been introduced in order to mode1 the 

human driver decision making process. A control level that reaiizes driver compensatory 

reactions and a supervision level that supervises parameters and applies the modification on 

the desired values if it is necessary. The third one, a Definition level must also be added also 

to solve the navigation problem. 

Figure 1.1 shows how a driver makes his decisions in a Car/Driver/Road system (Lefebre et 

al., 1992), (Saridis, 1985). The definition level carries out a general analysis of ail receiving 

information and defines the itinerary with the general limits of the roads and speed limits and 

send them to the supervision level. Off-line decisions before a driver s tms moving his 

vehicle, i.e. road navigation, are made in this level. The selection and determination of exact 

desired path and speed, the critical values for parameters under supervision and the obstacle 

avoidance are examples of supervision level responsibilities. This level modifies the desired 

values if need be, which rneans that it has a discontinuous nature. The control level receives 

the desired values ba th  and speed) from supervision level and the actual values from the 

vehicle. The responsibility of the control level is to cancel the lateral-offset of the vehicle 

from the desired path and to ensure that the vehicle speed is as close as possible to its desired 

value in a continuous rnanner. 



/ 
E n v i r o n m e n t  

Figure 1.1 Decision making levels: Definition, Supervision and Control. 

Our main research objective is to develop a driver mode1 which is able to reproduce, as 

closely as possible, the behavior of a human driver. Our focus is on the control level design 

considering its essential compatibilities with the supervision level. Since the vehicle 

dynamics is a continuous system, the goal is to achieve a continuous control level which is 

robust enough to discontinuous but non fiequent changes of the desired values. This 

objective is realized in three steps: 



A) the development of a compact vehicle dynamic mode1 with the state space representation, 

which includes the generally neglected steering dynamics, in addition with the realization of 

an independent speed control which ensures the exponential convergence of errors to zero 

and the stability of the so called intemal dynamics. 

B) the design of a zero-error tracker which is based on the developed vehicle dynamic mode1 

and which has a simple and time-invariant linear structure after the application of the 

Input/Output Feedback linearization on a steerable virtual point in front of the vehide, 

C) the design of a geometnc lateral-offset tracker and an independent speed controller to be 

used in the control level and in order to form a compatible structure with both discontinuous 

commands of the supervision level and the continuous feedbacks of the vehicle dynarnics. 

In this scheme, the conventional time-dependent desired trajectories can be replace by the 

geometnc characteristics of the path and the modifiable desired speed at any time. 

The theoretical explanations and simulation results of these steps are presented respectively 

in the papers of appendices A, B and C. In the next chapter, a literature survey is camed out 

on the driver models. Chapter 4 presents the synthesis of these three paper results and 

explains why the research has been conducted towards them. The papers given in appendices 

contains the essential details and the continuity between them is explained in chapter 4. 

Chapter 6 concludes on the results of the research and suggests some future work. 



Chapter 1 

Literature Suwey 

To realize the research objective, the literature survey has been done for vehicle models, 

driver models and controllers which partially fulnll driver control behavior. The general 

literature survey here descnbes the history and the diversity of approaches. Also a technical 

literature survey is performed at each of the appendices and on the specific subject for which 

a paper has been submitted. 

1.1 Vehicle ModeIs 

This section presents a review of complete vehicle models in which vehicle dynamics with 

several d.o.f.'s, mechanics of tire pneumatics, vehicle suspension characteristics, etc., has 

been discussed. The complete vehicle models cannot be used for feedback control design 

because of their time-consuming calculation and their need for a huge amount of 

information. Although, from a control-point of view, such complete models are too complex 

to be useful in the design of an efficient controller, they present an overview of ground 

vehicle characteristics, measurable and non measurable variables as well as the complexity 

of the dynamic system on which the driver mode1 should be applied. 



General principles of non guided ground vehicles have been discussed in (Ellis, 1969) and 

(Wong, 1978). As mentioned by Wong, the interaction between the vehicle and the ground 

is important to the study of vehicle performance, handling, and ride, because aside from 

aerodynamic inputs, other forces and moments affecting the motion of ground vehicles are 

applied through the tire contact patch. Some theoretical and experimental studies on the 

dynamic properties of tires have been s h o w  in (Clark, 1981), and a mode1 to be used in 

vehicle dynamic handling has been given in (Bakker et al., 1984). Readers who are interested 

to this subject are also addressed to literatures such as (Mastinu et al., 1992) and (Szostak 

et al., 1986). Anyhow, studying the tire dynamics is beyond our objective, Le. modeling the 

human driver reactions and its supervision aspect. 

Allen et al. (Allen et al., 1986) have presented a modeling procedures to identify the 

directional handling characteristics of ground vehicles over the full maneuvering range. The 

authors have measured many dynamic responses of the vehicles to show the usefulness of 

the method for a variety of possible inputs, such as sinusoidal steer frequency sweep in turn. 

In another work (Allen et al., 1987), they have presented a detailed nonlinear-time-domain 

dynamic model and a considerable effort was devoted to ensure its validity. Interesthg 

factors of this model are the use of a complete pneumatic tire model and the study of vehicle 

transient responses to the Iarge inputs which take the vehicle into the lirnit performance 

maneuvenng regions. Signïficant insight cm be gained into the consequence of the tire force 

saturation which is a base for evaluating performance limits. 



Obviously, the role of the suspension design is important for the vehicle dynamic transient 

response, especially, when cornering and braking acceleration are considered in maneuvers. 

The effect of the suspension design on the stability has been studied in (Ndecz 1987) on a 

model similar to the one used in (Allen et al., 1987). A computer code generator is used in 

(Sayers) to compare the simulation run speed of the above model to some other existing 

vehicle models, rnodels with four to ten d.0.f.'~. It is concluded that the simulation responses 

of the six d.o.f.'s models is close enough to the one with the ten d.o.f.'s and the vehicle 

mode1 dynamic responses does not change significantly by adding more d.o.f.'s. 

Based on simplified vehicle models with linear equations of motions, vehicle lateral and 

longitudinal behavior dunng normal dnving (Comell, 1968), (McRuer et al., 1997), 

(Takasaki et al., 1977) or on ernergency avoidance maneuvers (Billing, 1977), (Maeda et al., 

1977) have been previously studied and controllers have been designed from these linear 

models. Major disadvantages of these simplified Iinear rnodels is that they cannot mode1 

coupling effects between traction and steering dynamics. 

1.2 History of Driver Models 

This section introduces a survey on efforts carried out by pioneers to model human driver 

behavior. They defined different terminologies to explain their approaches. Let us define a 

Driving Task as one complete movement from one permanent stable state to another state 

such as a complete lane change or a left-hand tum. Although there is no clear distinction 



between drive lateral and longitudinal control behavior, originally this distinction came fiom 

the driver efforts for controlling his vehicle perpendicular or along its longitudinal axis, 

respectively. The sfudy of longitudinal control behavior of a dnver leads generally to the 

problem of vehicle speed control (Fenton et al., 1991), (Fenton et al., 1974), (Garrott et al., 

1982). Meanwhile, the basic purpose of vehicle lateral control has been elaborated in 

(McRuer et al., 1997) as the selection of the appropriate pathway (desired path), establishing 

and maintaining of the car on the specified pathway even in the presence of disturbance and, 

reducing path error (lateral-offset) in a stable, well damped rapidly responding manner. The 

problem of vehicle lateral control has been discussed at length in the literature. These works, 

for modeling dnver lateral control reactions, c m  be summarized into the classes oE 

quasi-linear models, feedback models with feed forward, preview-predictor models, and 

models with nonlinear feedback. The former class May be used for the existing vehicle 

longitudinal (speed) control as well. 

1.2.1 Quasi-Linear Models 

Perhaps, the first series of driver models were the crossover pilot models (McRuer et al., 

1965), (McRuer et al., 1974), (McRuer et al., 1968) which present trials for understanding 

driver compensatory reactions. These models are based on the classical theory of linear 

systems to which human delay, which is a non linear function, bas been added. The crossover 

models (figure 2.1) are based on the fact that the human pilot has the capability of adjusting 

or equalizing his behavior so that the close-loop characteristics fulfill the basic conditions 



required for any good feedback control system. Then, the describing function of the 

open-loop driver/vehicie system is given as: 

where 

Y, and Y, : are respectively the pilot and vehicle transfer functions. 

: is the crossover frequency. 

: is the human delay. 

outputs 
YJ. 1 b 

Figure 2.1 Crossover models of a pilot/car system 

This quasi-linear rnodel is matched with the experimental data around the crossover 

frequency except for a discrepancy in the low-frequency phase match. This discrepancy has 

almost no effect in the performance and stability of the predicted pilot/vehicle model. Here, 

like in every tracking problem, the art of optimal control has been employed to f o m  the 

Optimal Control Models (OCM). Hess (Hess, 1987) compared the performance of an OCM 

to the simple crossover models and concluded that both model results are quite acceptable 

especially around the important crossover region. 



McRuer (McRuer et al., 1968) explains the describing function IY,Y,J as follows: "The 

descnbing function is written in t ems  of the frequency operator ( jo) instead of the general 

Laplace variable ( s  = o - j w )  to emphasize that it is strictly valid only in the frequency 

domain with continuous inputs, and should not be used to compute the system response to 

a deterministic input such as a step." This is an obstacle in the perspective driver mode1 

application. Also, the above quasi-linear modeis are helpful in studying driver compensatory 

reactions in vehicle lateral control and are not suitable for modeling human driver behavior 

because the given describing function includes both dnver and vehicle models. 

1.2.2 Feedback Models with Feed-forward 

The literature supposes that a human driver performs his driving task using both guidance 

and control compensatory reactions. Practicaily, these reactions are joined together and it is 

hard to find a clear distinction between them. However, Donges Ponge, 1978) and McRuer 

et al. (McRuer et al., 1997) modeled them in two respective submodels. They defined the 

guidance as the driver first rapid reaction when he is in fiont of a driving task, and the control 

as the following reactions that he perfoms to correct the rernaining errors. This idea formed 

a class of dnver steering mode1 with one feedforward and one or severai feedbacks. 

The general characteristics of models in this class is that major driver cornrnands are realized 

by a feed-forward and added to the feedback cornmands which has the responsibility of 



stabilizing the vehicle on the pre-defined trajectory. Hence, the driver guidance and control 

reactions are carried out by two respective submodels. The guidance submodel generates a 

feed-forward cornmand that varies if there is any change in the desired trajectory. If the 

vehicle dynamics is negligible and if everything is ideal, this command is sufficient to guide 

the vehicle through the road. Since there is no ideal case, the control submodel is previewed 

to cancel the residual enors after applying the guidance command. In figure 2.2, Donges 

(Donge, 1978) incorporated driver anticipation, which is one of his intelligent activities, in 

the guidance submodel by adding a lead to the feed-forward cornmand. 

Determin- 
istic Road 

Course 

Curvature k 
Kinematics 

Dynamics 

I I Actual Curvature, K , 1 
1 Lateral Deviation and Heading angle Error 

Figure 2.2 Structure of a driver model with guidance and control submodels. 

This notion, Le. the use of guidance and control submodels, has also been followed by other 

authors. Billing @ h g ,  1977) rnodeled the driver steering reactions for normal and severe 

maneuvers and validated his model by simulation. Other researchers (Hessburg et al., 1991), 

(Peng et al., 1993) implemented the conventional PID controller on the control submodel and 



achieved acceptable tracking results. Advantages of these models are that they are simple, 

comprehensive, and accounts well for driver behavior and also their structure are easily 

applicable for the purpose of vehicle lateral controI. 

Differences between models of this class are mainly in the design of control submodels and 

less attention has been paid to the guidance submodels. Ehsani et al. (Ehsani et al., 1995) 

figured out a major problem of this class. They showed that a contradictory behavior exists 

batween the commands generated by the two submodels. They argued that this contradictory 

behavior c m  be removed by realizing the driver anticipation in the desired trajectory 

definition instead of adding a lead into the feed-forward. 

1.23 Preview-Predictor Models 

The preview-predictor models are designed based on the predictive behavior of a human 

driver which is another driver intelligent activities. Pioneers of this class believed that the 

dnver predictive reaction is required to compensate the system responding delay. This delay 

is in the nature of every dynamic system and a human driver recognizes it by experience. 

Considering the fact that a dnver somehow predicts future events in order to perform his 

present reactions, the preview-predictor control strategy can be another solution for the 

vehicle lateral control. Kroll (Kroll, 1970) and Garrott et al. (Garrott et al., 1982) are among 

the pioneers of these models. Figure 2.3 shows how prediction is used to generate several 

lateral errors. Garrott et al. developed a closed loop dnver mode1 based on the given models 



in Ponge,  1978), (Kroll, 1970 ) and (McRuer et al., 1997). Their predictive command is 

obtained by the weighting summation of the lateral deviation errors on the predicted points. 

Mac Adam (Mac Adam, 1980) introduced a technique for synthesizing close-loop control 

of linear time-invariant systems. This technique is obtained by minimizing a defined preview 

output error which can be the lateral deviation of the vehicle from the desired trajectory in 

the context of steenng control. He applied his technique to the automobile path following 

problem (Mac Adam, 1981). This effort resulted in a satisfactory tracking behavior, both in 

simulation and application, for a smooth lane change case. This technique did not attract the 

attention of other researchers in this field mostly because of its mathematical complexity. 

Desired Path 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

Predicted Path 

Vehicle  I 
\ E, : the i l b  point error 

Figure 2.3 Concept of error generation in preview-predictor models. 



Peng et al. (Peng et al., 1993) have presented a sophisticated optimal preview solution for 

the lateral control of vehicles. This optimal preview control algonthm was developed by 

minimizing a quadratic performance index. The design method is known as the Frequency 

S haped Linear Quadratic (FSLQ) optimal control approach. It removes some limitations from 

classical preview-predictor models, such as stability guaranty. A qualitative review over 

many Preview and Optimal Preview tracking models, with different cost hinctions, has been 

done by Guo (Guo et al., 1993). 

The preview-predictor tracking models can also be a good solution for modeling both 

guidance and control compensatory reactioos of a driver. Although the notion of guidance 

is not explicitly considered here, the common point with the previous class is that sornehow 

they both tried to compensate vehicle dynarnic and human delays. One advantage of this 

class is that there is only one mode1 for generating the control cornmand so that contradictory 

behavior between the two subrnodel comrnands is eliminated. However, they still have 

following limitations: 

they are generally constructed for the lateral control of linear systems thus little 

knowledge about their behavior with non linear dynamic systems is accessible, 

the integral of performance index in the optimal-preview models are difficult to 

solve for any arbitrary weighting function, 

the desired trajectory must be completely known before executing any driving 

task therefore m o d w n g  the trajectory during execution is impossible and, 



in the case of rapid changes in the desired trajectory (severe maneuvers), 

preview-predictor models fail to follow the desired trajectory. 

1.2.4 Models with Nonlinear Feedback 

In recent decades, the theory of nonlinear control has been developed and successfully 

applied to many dynamic systems (Slotin, 1991). Researchers in robotics added adaptive and 

robust control techniques on the nonlinear control of robot manipulators and obtained 

satisfactory agreements with predicted simulation results (Spong, 1989). For mobile systems, 

such as cars in the IVHS, dealing with nonlinear equations of motion is inevitable. The 

extension of nonlinear control toward mobile systems has firstly been made for 

omnidirectional mobile robots with two independently actuated wheels (Jagannathan et al., 

1994), (Lu et al., 1994), (Munoz et al., 1994), (Saha et al., 1989), (Shim et al., 1995). Among 

different sorts of mobile robots, these have the best mobility and they are usually used in the 

FMS. Recently, the necessity of highway automation brought attention to another type of 

mobile robots, Le. car-like mobile robots with front steerable wheels (D'Andrea-Novel et al., 

1995), (DeSantis, 1994 and 1995) (Micaelli et al., 1994), (Ollero et al., 1995). Since our 

research can be categorized in this class, the literature surveys of appendices A, B, and C, 

give more details on previous efforts on kinematics, dynamics and control problems of car- 

like mobile robots. 



Chapter 2 

Synthesis of Results 

The problem of modeling a human driver behavior i n  the concept of the IVHS and the design 

of the control level have previously been introduced. This chapter is devoted to the steps 

made toward the design of this level seeking the highest possible degree of compatibility 

with the supervision level in order to facilitates the integration of driver intelligent activities 

in the supervision level model. 

2.1 Controller for Car-like Mobile Robots 

A car-Iike mobile robot is a rigid body dynamic system with several d.o.f.'s and restricted 

mobility due to the holonornic and nonholonomic constraints. Kinernatics of a car-Iike 

mobile robot is similar to ones of actual cars by their front steerable wheels and options of 

being driven by front, rear or al1 wheels. To constmct an efficient controlIer that responds 

to high speed manoeuver, a vehicle dynamic mode1 is required, on which the controller 

would be implemented. As it has been discussed in the literature survey, existing models falls 

either in the category of complete dynarnic models or of the kinematic models. 

The complete models are developed to ernlrlate almost al1 characteristics of a real car, 

including tire pneumatic, suspension effects and many d.o.f.3 which are essential forvehicte 
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handling analyses but do not play an important role in the vehicle planar movements. The 

vehicle kinematic models or linearized dynamic modeis are not complete enough to be used 

in the design of an efficient controller. in the concept of WHS, vehicles are driving with high 

speed and large variation of steering angle what cannot be reproduced by kinematic models. 

Besides, the kinematic or linearized models fail to reproduce the dynamic forces resufting 

fiom coupling effect of steering and traction dynamics. 

The compromise is however made on a dynamic model of a planar car-Iike mobile robot 

which includes the dynamic terms of a real car which is required for the vehicle lateral and 

speed control. This nodinear dynamic model includes both steering and traction dynamics 

to simulate the planar movements of a car-like mobile robot (figure 3.1). This model is used 

as the base of the further control law developments its computer development is given in 

appendix D. 

Although deformations of tires (caused by tire slippage) results in the changes of the vehicle 

configuration, tire dynamics are not modeled in the proposed vehicle dynamics. Because in 

the Cartesian frame, N, and in the time interval At between two feedback signals of the 

vehicle States, this changes are smaller by order of magnitude in comparison with the 

configuration changes in the same direction rem1 ting from the steering and traction 

commands during this tirne-interval. In other word, it is assumed that the lateral deviation 

of the vehicle caused by the tire deformation has a very small effect on the vehicle lateral 

error and it can be compensated by the feedback control system. This is valid while the 



vehicle manoeuver imposes the lateral acceleration inferior from 0.3g on each of the tires. 

M e r  0.3g slippage starts and the tire cannot reproduce reaction forces. It should be 

mentioned here that the critenon is the acceleration and the vehicle can have high speed and 

still be far from the limit. It is also implicitly assumed that, £rom a vibration standpoint, the 

tire dynarnics are darnped enough so that they will not destabilize either of the proposed 

path-tracking schemes. 

Figure 3.1 Planar car-like mobile robot with steerable control-point P. 

The classical Input/Output Feedback Linearization (T/QFL) method has been chosen to 

compensate for the given system nonlinearities (figure 3.2), i.e. the effect of inertial, Coriolis 

and centrifuga1 dy-namic forces acting on the vehicle. "The most important property of the 

VOFL method is not necessarily that the nonlinearities c m  be canceled by the nonlinear 

feedback. Once an appropriate coordinate system is found in which the system can be 



linearized, the nonlinearities are in the range space of the inputs", (Spong, 1989). In addition, 

the simple structure of this method c m  facilitate the application of other techniques such as 

robust or adaptive control. 

The control problem of ornnidirectional mobile robots had been well studied before in the 

context of the FMS. These robots have a high degree of rnobility because of their 

independently actuated wheels. Considering previous researches, the kinematics of car-like 

mobile robots have been compared to the ones of omnidirectional robots in appendix A. The 

major kinematic difference between these two robot families is that the restricted kinematics 

of a car-like mobile robot results in a singular and configuration dependent Jacobian matrix 

( a column of zeros). This matrix relates the Cartesian velocities of the vehicle main body 

(body A in figure 3.1) to the angular speeds of the joints, here, the steering and traction or 

propulsion rotational speeds. 

Vehicle Desired Vehicle States: x 

Curvature: 1 /R* ' 
1 

Outputs 

Figure 3.2 Architecture of an UOFL using desired trajectones 
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lateral control, the first step toward the development of a control law has been made to 

control the vehicle speed and the instantaneous curvature ( 1 / R  ' ) of the vehicle, respectively 

as the longitudinal and the lateral control oueputs. These choices gan t  a full-rank decoupling 

matrix and makes the UOFL feasible for any vehicle arbitrary configuration. Since the 

controlled system is under nonholonomic constraints, the method can only ensure the 

stability of the so calied extemal dynamics by its nature, but a part of thesystem dynamics, 

Le. the so called intemal dynamics, stays unobservable by the method and its stabiiity must 

be verified separately. This stability is ensured by completing the diffeornorphism which 

shows that the unobservable speeds stays bounded, if the external dynamics are stable. 

The first paper contributions are: 

bringing in evidence the kinernatic difference between two mobile robot families 

rnainly the inevitable singular Jacobian matrix. 

the deve!opment of a vehicle dynamic mode1 which includes the steering 

dynamics and which has a relatively simple and compact mathematical form. 

the realization of the independent speed control based on the developed dynamic 

mode1 using the combination of an UOFL and a time-invariant proportional 



denvative linear controller, this while ensuring the stability of the interna1 

dynamics. 

This controller can well realize the speed control objective but still has limitations in vehicle 

lateral control. Although, controlling the vehicle instantaneous curvature is somehow 

equivalent to the control of the vehicle instantaneous orientation in the Newtonian reference 

£rame, the control problem of the vehicle position still stays unsolved. In fact, the inevitable 

singular Jacobian rnatrix does not intervene in this process because the vehicle Cartesian 

coordinates have not been controlled. 

2.2 Control Problem of Vehicle Cartesian Coordinates 

The control of vehicle Cartesian coordinates, in a Newtonian reference frame N, is known 

as the path tracking problem of mobile robots. Many researchers proposed algorithms to 

control the Cartesian coordinates of a fked point on the vehicle such as the center of gravity 

(c.g.). For an omnidirectional mobile robot, such a control-point is an appropriate choice, 

because the angular velocity of each acîuated wheel affects both of the Cartesian velocities 

of the control-point and it results in a configuration independent and non singular Jacobian 

rnatrix. But, the kinematics of a car-like mobile robot is quite different and choosing any 

fixed control-point on the vehicle results in a singular Jacobian rnatrix (appendix B). This 

singularity is the major obstacle in solving the path tracking problem of a car-like mobile 

robot, especidly in the UOFL procedure. 



In the second paper, the proposed looking ahead path-tracker scheme has its control-point 

attached to the steering wheel instead of being on the vehicle main body (point P in figure 

3.1). Therefore, the associated Jacobian matrix is no longer singular since both traction and 

steering velocities, i.e. joint speeds, affect the movements of this control-point. The idea 

behind this choice is similar to the action of a child pulling his cart after him. The kinematics 

of a child-cart with steerable fiont wheels is very similar to car-like mobiIe robots. If the 

child attaches his pulling rope to any fixed point on the a r t ,  ex. the cg., he can hardly 

control its lateral movements, meanwhile, if he attaches his pulling rope on the handle in 

fiont of the steering wheel, he can run through any desired path and the cart will follow him. 

Although, the above explanation justifies the consideration of a steerable control-point in 

fiont of the vehicle, more certitude is required to figure out how the control of a virtual point 

in fiont of the vehicle would be related to the control of a fixed point on the vehicle. To this 

end, an off-line path pianning process is presented in the second paper. This process consists 

of finding the desired path of the steerable point P from the desired path of a fmed-point, for 

instance the midpoint between the rear tires named d* (appendix B). By this process, the path 

tracking problem of the control-point P is converted to the one of point d* and studying the 

control problem of the vehicle Cartesian coordinates is cornpleted. 

The proposed scherne controls implicitly the vehicle orientation, Le. when the control-point 

foliows the desired path, vehicle's orientation will achieve the path orientation due to one 

of the nonholonomic constraints which relates the vehicle Cartesian speed and orientation. 



This deduction is confirmed through the simulations. Hence, a relatively complete solution 

for the problem of the vehicle configuration, i.e. position and orientation, in the Cartesian 

space has been presented. A detailed discussion on the choice of the control-point, the 

control law development, the stability of the internal dynarnics, and the offline path planning 

toward defining the desired path of point P from the desired path of point d* is presented in 

appendix B. 

In the second paper, the principal contributions are: 

the realization of a complete vehicle lateral control which ensures the stability 

of the system for both observable (linearized) and unobservable (internal) 

dynamics. Using the specific steerable control-point for VOF'L, the system 

stability cannot be affected by the kinernatic fact of the car-like robots, Le. the 

singularity of the Jacobian matrix. 

the offline path planning process which relates the desired path of the steerable 

point P and a complete simulation analysis for different path forms. It is shown 

that, for paths composed of straight lines and circular arc segments, the vehicle 

speed can also be controlled with the Limit of having constant value in the arc 

segments. 



The proposed looking ahead path-tracking scheme is a solution to the control problem of the 

vehicle configuration, known as the vehicle lateral control. This scheme partly solves the 

vehicle speed control for paths composed of straight lines and circular arc segments. But still, 

there is an undesired dependency between the lateral and the longitudinal (speed) control 

aspects especially in the concept of the lVHS where it is essential to have an independent 

control on the vehicle speed, because changes in the vehicle speed might be requested, any 

time, independent from the vehicle position on the path. The independent speed control is 

also the necessary condition for the integration of driver intelligent activities in the proposed 

driver model. This undesired dependence is created from the definition of the conventional 

inputs of the control scheme, Le. the time-dependent desired trajectories for the vehicle 

Cartesian coordinates of a control-point. Actually, we hypothesize that a human driver never 

defines any desired trajectory in the conventional form to cancel the vehicle lateral offset. In 

other word, as it has already discussed before, he does not associate a specific time to the 

instantaneous position of his vehicle and he bases the lateral control of his vehicle on a more 

realistic factor which is the geometric laterai-offset of his vehicle from the desired path. 

2.3 Independent Speed Control with Geomehic Lateral-offset Tracking 

It is defined in the IVHS concept that by overseeing the vehicle control system, a supervisor 

coordinates the traffic activities and generates the desired path and speed for the vehicle 

controller. The task of the supervisor would be easier if these desired terms are the direct 

inputs of the control systern on the vehicle instead of the time-dependent trajectories. If not, 



to generate the desired trajectories, the speed profile should be known for the whole path, and 

any changes in this profile requires the inevitable regeneration of the desired trajectories. The 

vehicle speed profile cannot be fixed for the whole desired path of the vehicle specially in 

the presence of other vehicles in the IVHS concept, where the speed profile might be under 

frequent changes because of many factors such as road and environmental conditions, t r a c  

situation, critical lateral acceleration, etc. Hence, the desired trajectories, as inputs of the 

control level in the proposed driver model, creates an incornpatibility between the control 

and the supervision level. A major step toward increasing this compatibility is to render the 

vehicle speed control independent from its lateral control and the key point is by-passing the 

generation of the desired trajectories. 

Let us redefine the objective of the vehicle speed control as: "achieving a desired speed", and 

one of the vehicle laterai control as: "measuring the vehicle lateral-offset from a given 

desired path and canceling this offset in a smooth stable manne?. Following these 

definitions, the vehicle speed control must be independent from its lateral control. In other 

words, when the vehicle is on the path, with the zero lateral-offset, the vehicle speed c m  

possibly be changed without affecting vehicle lateral control. 

The trajectory tracking strategy is based on generating commands to track a previously 

generated desired trajectory which is a function of time Le., at instant t, the Cartesian 

coordinates of the control-point have to be at a predefined position given by the associated 

desired trajectones which is commonly used in the control of robot manipulators. The idea 



behind this strategy can be visualized considering an imaginary virtual-car on the path with 

a predefined speed profile. A control level, based on this strategy must ensure the 

instantaneous match between the configuration of the mobile robot and the virtual-car. Let 

us suppose, for instance, that the mobile robot is on the path and it has already achieved the 

desired speed, but the perfect match is not yet made between the mobile robot and the 

vïrtual-car, i.e. there is no geometric lateral-offset but it is slightly behind the virtual-car. 

In the trajectory tracking strategy the distance between the vehicle and the vimial-car is 

recognized as an error in the vehicle position. The error recognition takes place because the 

robot position offset has been cornputed from a moving virtual-car and not frorn the path that 

the vehicle should follow. The cancellation of this error requires ao acceleration command 

and causes changes in the already settled vehicle speed, i.e. increase of the vehicle speed 

error. This visualization is to figure out how the dependence between the vehicle lateral and 

speed control, caused by the generation of desired trajectories, results in a contradiction 

between vehicle lateral and speed control. 

The problem exists also in reverse: if the control level is designed based on this strategy, any 

time the supervision level asks for speed modifications, the regeneration of d l  desired 

trajectones is inevitable. The reverse effect can be visualized as substituting the previous 

virtual-car by a newly defined one based on the new desired speed profile. 



The geometric laterai-offset tracking scheme, is a new manner for the developrnent of a 

control law without generating any desired trajectories. The architecture of this scheme is 

shown in figure 3.3. This scheme removes the dependence between the vehicle lateral control 

and its speed control, and consequently, the explained contradiction will no longer reproduce. 

( Y ,  * X,,? Y,, x , )  

Figure 3.3 Geometric lateral-offset tracking and speed control diagram. 

System inputs in this scherne are: i) the geometric characteristics of the road and ii) the 

constant desired speed. , which cm be modined at any time by the supervision level. Even 

though, further modifications are necessary to increase the performance and robustness of 

the proposed geometric Iateral-offset tracking scheme, its architecture models very closely 

the compensatory reactions of a human driver for reaiizing a driving task. 

The definition of the geometric laterd-offset is the distance between the instantaneous 

position of the vehicle control-point and the nearest point on the desired path (figure 3.4) 

and the speed error is the difference between the vehicle actual and desired speed. No virtual- 

car is defined in this scheme and while the vehicle is physically on the path, no lateral error 



will be recognized. Here, the lateral-offset is defined by the on-Iine (instantaneous) 

projection of the control-point position on the desired path and not by the error bebveen the 

robot and the virtual-car. Further explanations to reveal the advantages of the geometric 

lateral-offset tracking scheme on the conventional time dependent trajectory tracking 

methods are shown in appendix C. The proposed scheme is only verified for the desired 

paths composed of straight lines and circular arc segments. The following explanations are 

to c l am the reasons behind this development. 

Figure 3.4 Lateral-offset definition of linear and circular 
arc segments. 

Consider that the desired path is a generd function in the Cartesian plane. Either in the 

conventional form of y = f ( x )  or in parametric form of [ x = f, (s), y = f, (s)]. As shown in 



figure 3.4, the nearest point T is the perpendicular projection of the control-point P on the 

desired path and the Iateral-offset is defined to be: 

where (x,,y,) is either the solution of the following differential equation; 

for y = f (x) presentation of the desired path or the solution o c  

As it is seen, for a general desired path in the Cartesian fiame, finding the instantaneous 

lateral-offset is not straight forward. For instance, paths of frequent maneuvers such as U- 

tum and 270 degree hims on the existing roads and highways cannot be presented in the form 

of one smooth function and they should be presented by several functions. Even Ewe present 

the desired path by several functions, instead of one continuous one, the analytical solution 

of equations (31,32) does not exist for a rnajorïty of continuous functions. 



The numerical solution as an alternative results in finding more than one solution forx, (or 

s,) in most cases. Aithough, the nearest point on the path from the vehicle is the hint to 

filter the right answer between the found solutions, having numerical algonthms, in the 

analpical process of a control law development because not only it adds a variable delay in 

the process but also the stability of the control system becornes dependent to the stability of 

the numencd algorithm. 

It must be noted that: 1) breaking the desired path into different segments is inevitable, 2) the 

robot pathway through the already constmcted roads and highways can be well 

approximated by straight lines and circular arc segments and 3) a car-like mobile robot c m  

follow such paths more easily than any arbitrary paths because the path following resuits in 

constant steenng angle due to the kinematics of car-like robots. In addition, Desaulniers et 

al. (Desauhiers et al., 1995) showed that, for car like robots, the shortest path between two 

positions is achieved by a combination of line segments and circular arcs of minimal turning 

radius. This combination is also proven to be the optimal path between each of two arbitrary 

configurations (Souères et ai., 1996). Hence, paths composed of straight lines and circular 

arc segments, with their special characteristic of having constant curvahue (constant steering 

angle), appears as the ideal way of planning a car-like robot desired path. 

The main cantnbutions of this paper are: 



the development of a geometric path tracker for a car-like mobile robot in which 

the exponential convergence of the vehicle lateral-offset âzd the vehicle speed 

error to zero are ensured for both FWD and RWD robots. 

the vehicle configuration is controlled cornmanding only one geometric output 

while the stability of the unobservable dynamics is ensured by completing the 

diffeomorphism after the VOF'L is applied. 

the speed control is redized independently Erom the lateral-offset tracking and 

the system performance is venfied by injecting desired speeds with 

discontinuous changes. 



Conclusion 

In the vehicle/driver/road system, the driver decision making procedure has been described 

by a model with three levels: a control level to model driver compensatory reactions, a 

supervision Level to realize the driver intelligent activities and a definition level to define the 

road itinerary, speed limit, etc. The control level plays the most important role as an 

intermediary between the vehicle and the supervision level. The vehicle is a dynamic system 

in which variables change continuously and receives the commands fiorn the control level. 

Meanwhile, the supervision level, in which driver intelligent activities are modeled, modines 

the desired values of the control level in a discontinuous rnanner, for example, sudden 

change of the vehicle desired speed. Thus the control level must be compatible with both 

continuous variation of vehicle variables as well as with the discontinuous variation of its 

desired inputs, for example the desired speed. In this thesis, the objective has been to 

integrate driver compensatory reactions, which consist of constructing a control level 

considering the mentioned compatibility. To this end, the independent vehicle speed control 

and the cancellation of the vehicle lateral-offset from the desired path are defined as the 

concrete objectives to be realized ernploying the existing theory of nonlinear control and 

robotics. 

in the fint step, a complete kinematic analyses of such mobile robots is done and a dynamic 

model is developed for the class of car-like mobile robots which cm model the essential 



planar movements of a ground vehicle which play an important role for vehicle speed and 

lateral control. In this mode1 the generaily neglected steenng dynamics are considered in 

order to obtain the nonlinear coupling effect of steering and traction dynamics on each other. 

Based on the developed dynarnic model, the independent control of the vehicle speed plus 

the instantaneous curvature are reaiized using the VOFL technique. The exponential 

convergence of the errors and the stability of the system interna1 dynamics have been verified 

theoretically and by simulation. A cornparison between the kinematics of two vastly used 

families of mobile robots, Le. the ornuidirectional and car-like robots, revealed the fact that 

a car-like mobile robot bas a singular Jacobian rnatRx for any fixed point on the vehicle main 

body @odyA). This is the major obstacle for the vehicle lateral control, i.e. controlling the 

Cartesian coordinates of a fixed-point such as the cg. 

In the second step, the vehicle lateral control was completed by controlhg the Cartesian 

coordinates of a steerable point (point P) attached to the front tire, instead of a fixed-point. 

The sarne dynamic rnodel and the same nonlinear control technique has been used for this 

realization. It is proven mathematically that the desired path of this steerable point can be 

derived from the desired path of any fixed point on the vehicle, for instance the center of rear 

tires (point d * ). In other word, the path tracking problem for any fïxed-point on the vehicle 

can be tram formed to the path tracking problem of the steerable point. This solution protects 

the nonlinear control law development from being affected by the singularity of the Jacobian 

matrix. In fact, the kinematic nature of the mobile robot is respected and the control law is 



developed by detouring the singularity problem without losing any generality or feasibility. 

Also, this scheme sotves partly the vehicle speed control for paths composed of straight lines 

and circular arc segments. However, it is essential that the vehicle speed control be realized 

independently from the vehicle lateral-offset tracking and al1 at the same control level and 

the conventional control approach, in which inputs are the desired trajectones, fails to fulfil 

this independence. 

in the third step, the geometric lateral-offset tracking scheme has been introduced to realize 

the independent speed and lateral control by one control law. In this scheme, the system 

inputs are the geometric characteristics of the desired paths in Cartesian space and the desired 

speed. This approach allows the independent control of the vehicle speed and facilitates the 

integration of the driver intelligent activities at the supervision level. Speed modification, 

which is the result of most driver intelligent activities to avoid dangerous situations, is then 

possible without affecting the vehicle lateral control and this is granted £rom removing the 

desired trajectory generation from the supervision level structure. Based on this scheme, a 

control law was developed for the vehicle speed control as well as for tracking purposes of 

the vehicle lateral-offset from the paths composed of straight lines and circular arc segments. 

However, the scheme is applicable to any form of paths solving the explained mathematical 

complexities. The same dynamic mode1 and nonlinear control technique have been employed 

and the performance and reliability of the designed system have been v e f i e d  through 

simulation. 



The design of the supervision level, which incorporates the driver intelligent activities, and 

its interaction with the control and definition levels, also, solving the mathematical 

complexities of the geometric lateral-offset tracking scheme for the paths with another form 

than straight lines and circular arc segments could be the starting point for further researches. 

Finally, the performance of the scheme should be venfied on complete vehicle models which 

includes tire pneumatic, differential drive, suspension and several d.o.fYs. 
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Kinematics, Dynamics and Control of a Car-like Mobile Robot 

Saéd Ehsani ', Mario Tétreault and Michel Gou 

Abstract 

The paper compares the kinematics of huo mobile robot families, Le., the omnidirectional 

and the car-like mobile robots. The cornparison reveals the important kinematic 

characteristics of each robot family and concludes that different approaches should be used 

for each control law development. For the purpose of control, a nonlinear vehicle model is 

essential to simulate major dynamic behavior of a car-like robot such as the coupling effect 

of between the steenng and main body dynamics. The consideration of steering dynamics in 

the proposed vehicle model results in a compact relation between the vehicle States and 

inputs, Le., steenng and traction torques. This compact form facilitates the further control 

law developments. Unlike recent work in control law development in which the steering 

dynamics and its nonlinear nature have often been negiected due to its Iight inertia, the 

proposed model is used here to develop lateral and longitudinal control commands. The 

Input/Output Feedback Linearisation has been used to decouple the nonlinear dynamics in 

the inner control loop, and a linear feedback control design specification ensures the stability 

of the system. The stability of the unobservable (intemal) dynamics is also shown by 

completing the difîeornorphism. Moreover, few researchers have studied the nonlinear 

control of a car-like robot. Simulations results are presented to show the validity of the 

approach. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

Automatic vehicle control has been applied to flexible manufacturing systems for Automatic 

Guided Vehicles (AGV's), and the idea is now expanding into other research fields such as 

Autonomous Land Vehicles and Automated Highway Vehicles (Tsugawa 1994). The 

ultimate goal for Automated Highway Vehicles (AHç"s) is to increase highway capacity and 

to decrease the number of automobile accidents. Complete vehicle automation requires 

research in many areas including sensors, actuators, vision, image processing, kinematics, 

dynamics, path planning, navigation and control. While research is ongoing in those areas, 

control strategy development for vehicles operating at higher speeds and accelerations is 

particularly interesting. 

Vehicle dynamics are very important in the design of controllers, particularly for AHV's 

operating at high speed and acceleration on sharply curved paths. Most of the work currently 

being done on the developrnent of AGV's control systems is based on linearized dynamic 

models or kinematic models, which are only valid at low speeds and for small deviations 

from the linearisation point. Other limitations, such as constant longitudinal speed and 

constant or small road curvature, are also imposed on the desired trajectory. However, these 

assumptions are inappropriate and limit the application of the results. 

This paper presents a nonlinear dynamic mode1 of a car-like mobile robot which is used for 

lateral and longitudinal control law developrnent. Our two degrees of freedom @OF7s) 



mobile robot under nonholonomic constraints simulates major dynamic behavior of a real 

vehicle even at high speed and with varied road curvature. Due to its simple mathematical 

form, Our mode1 can be used in the design of controllers without imposing any limitations, 

such as constant speed or small road curvature, on the desired trajectory. Input/Output 

feedback iinearisation has been used to decouple the nonlinear dynamics as an inner control 

loop, and a linear feedback controI design specification ensures the stability of the system. 

Section Two presents a survey of vehicle dynamics and control. The next section introduces 

the kinematics and dynarnics of our plana car-like robot assuming slippage-hee condition. 

Cornparisons are made between the kinematics of a car-like robot and those of an 

omnidirectional mobile robot to reveal some vehicle kinematic characteristics which lead to 

different control properties related to the two mobile robot families. The fourth section 

discusses vehicle lateral and longitudinal control in which the control law is derived to 

ensure system stability. Simulations included in section Five verify control law performance 

and the last section concludes the paper. Through the paper as well as in the mathematic 

equations , vectors are presented by bold small-letters and matrices by capital letters. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The Iiterature studies both complex and simplined vehicle models depending on the 

application. Researchers working on complex models (Allen 1987) want to emulate a real 

vehicle's bebavior. However, there is no work reported, which incorporates these complex 



vehicle models into vehicle control strategies because they have many algebraic and 

differential equations and it is not essential to consider al1 vehicle DOF's in order to develop 

control laws. Simplified models (Fenton 1976) consider only meaningful DOF's in the 

control objective. Regarding control of a vehicle under slippage-free condition, the vehicle 

lateral and longitudinal behavior can be simulated by using a planar vehicle model. 

While dynamics and control of omnidirectional mobile robots (Saha 1989), (Jagannathan 

1994), (Sarkar 1994), (Lu 1994), (Shim 1995), (DeSantis 1995) have already been thoroughly 

studied, this paper focuses on car-like mobile robots. A review (Smith 1991) of vehicle 

models used in control design points out that those most widely used by researchers are 

"bicycle" models (Ellis 1969) where nonholonomic constraints or speed dependencies 

between DOF's are not considered. Even recently, researchers have used this bicycle mode1 

to develop their control or guidance strategies (Tsugawa 1994), (Baumgartner 1994), 

(Hemami 1992) and (Jurie 1994). The vehicle models are either kinematic, which are 

inappropnate for high speeds, or linearized, which are only valid for small deviations from 

the linearisation point. These vehicle modeis do not consider a tire model because it is not 

of primary importance in control design of mobile robots, even though tire dynamics affect 

the vehicle dynamics at some speeds and vehicle configurations. Also, some authors 

(Baurngartner 1994), (DeSantis 1994) have employed a control point different fiom the 

vehicle center of gravity (c.g.). 



Few researchers have developed lateral and longitudinal control strategies based on a 

nonlinear dynamic model of a car-like mobile robot, because its kinematics are more 

complex and the equations of motion (e.0.m.) are highly coupled. The controller design is 

different from that used for an omnidirectional robot because the steering angle and the 

wheel traction both 8 e c t  the lateral and longitudinal controf. DeSantis (1994) has 

considered a vehicle model without steenng dynarnic, so the steenng angle, or its derivative, 

becomes the system input. This assumption may s i m p l e  the vehicle dynamic e.0.m. but it 

complicates the control law development. In fact, assumptions such as constant speed and 

constant road curvature, which results in a tirne-invariant P.I.D. controller, impose 

limitations on the desired trajectories. The PATH research group (Narendran 1994) has 

developed an auto-tracking control law where the control outputs are the car heading angle 

and its distance £rom a lead car which is supposed not to have any error from the desired 

path. Small heading angle assumption limits the application on the sharply curved paths and 

their work does not include any longitudinal speed control. 

3. KINEMATIC AND DYNAMlC ANALYSIS 

The literature survey reveals that the kinematics and dynamics of a car-like mobile robot 

must be studied in more detail since existing models, used for developing control laws, 

neglect either vehicle dynamics and its nonlinearities, or the steering dynamics. A vehicle is 

a complex dynamic systern, but it is not necessary to consider its whole complexity in the 

development of an efficient control law. Only important kinematic and dynarnic 



charactenstics should be considered. A planar vehicle cm sirndate al1 basic vehicle 

conîîgurations, Le., position and orientation, which play a role in path tracking. Also, it is the 

simplest vehicle mode1 that c m  be chosen to develop the control law. Other assumptions are 

slippage-free motion and negligible pneumatic tire and soi1 effects. Figure 1 shows the planar 

car-like robot whose characteristics are explained as follows: 

i) The vehicle is a front-wheel drive car-like robot with three tires. The front tire represents 

a virtual-tire replacing fiont wheels of a real vehicle. This assumption is not restrictive 

because the fkont wheels are linked to each other and represent only one DOF. 

ii) The k e d  frame N is chosen as the Newtonian reference frame. Each rigid body has a 

frarne attached to its c.g. with unit vectors representing the inertial central principal axes. For 

example, the main body A has an attached fiame with unit vectors ai (i = 1,2,3), shown in 

figure 1. Two frames, B and C, have been attnbuted to the virtual-tire, both at the front center 

C*. Frame B is massless and reproduces the steering angle 6 with respect to body A while 

frame C descnbes front tire tractional rotation and has a simple rotation of q, with respect 

to B. The total mass of the main body, m,, includes the rear tires while m, is the mass of the 

virtual-tire. Their inertial principal axes are [I,,, I,, I,] and [l&, &, Ia] respectively. 

iii) Lengths between fiont and rear tires from vehicle c.g. dong the main body center line are 

1, and Z, respectively, so that La= 1,+Z2. The vimial tire radius is p. 



iv) There are five generalized coordinates that define the articulation space. The first three, 

[q,, q,, g], define the configuration of body A while the other two, [J q,], are used 

respectively for vimiai-tire steering angle and front wheel tractional rotation. The syrnbol-/ 

has been used instead of the fourth generalized coordinate q, to follow the standard notation 

of the steering angle. 

3.1 Kinematics 

In this paper, Kane's rnethod (Kane 1985) is used to develop vehicle kinematics and 

dynamics. This method has been compared with classical Newton-Euler and Lagrangian 

rnethods and is considered better (Crolla 1992), especially for systems with several 

generalized coordinates under nonholonomic constrzints. Following Kane's method, the 

space of generalized speeds, which is a linear combination of generalized coordinate 

derivatives, is defined as: 

u, = 6  

uz = q5 
u3 = ql cos 43 - q2 sin q, 
u, = - 41 sin q, - q2 COS q3 

Ln Cartesian space, angular velocity of bodies and their c-g. linear speeds are denved as 

functions of generalized speeds: 



where, for example, Ncr>A is the angular velocity of body A with respect to the Newtonian 

reference frame N . The symbol"*" refers to the c.g. 

3.1 .1 Nonholonornic Constraints 

Slippage-free motion is a nonholonomic constraint which imposes dependencies between the 

generalized speeds. To obtain the constraint equations, velocities of two constrained points4 

are derived as: 

Nv à =(Zp5 -u,)a,  - u4a2 
N,, E = (-l,~, - pu,sin6 - u,)a, - (u,  - pu,cos6)a, 

where â is the center point between the rear tires and C is the point of contact between the 

virtual-tire and the road. 

The constraint equations can be derived given that Nv" 'a, = O and NvE = O  : 



Because of the dependency caused by the constraints, only two DOF's remain independent: 

steering speed u, and traction speed u, - . By substiniting u3, u, and u, in eq. (2) of the car- 

like robot, the main body velocities, i.e. linear and angular velocities of body A, become 

funciions of the systern configuraiion and the viitual-tire rotaiional speed u2 . Let us d e b e  4 = [u, u,] 

as the vector of articulation speeds and P = [ *vA ' N c t ~ A ]  as the column vector of Cartesian 

velocities defined in reference kame N. Substituting eq. (4) into P results in matrix fom: 

P = J,,q.  The configuration dependent Jacobean rnatrixJ,, is: 

3.1.2 Kinematic Cornparison with Omnidirectional Robots 

It is of interest to point out some kinematic differences between a car-like robot and an 

omnidirectional mobile robot since they influence the design of the controller. The Jacobean 

matrix given by eq. (5) has a column of zero because the linear and angular velocities of a 

car-like robot are dependent variables due to the application of nonholonomic constraints. 



Therefore, there is no inverse kinematic solution for any system configuration if these 

variables are chosen as control outputs. 

To compare with an omnidirectional robot, the virtual tire of the vehicle, shown in figure 1, 

is replaced by a caster wheel and the two rear wheels are independently actuated. Superscnpt 

"O" is used for the omnidirectional robot to define P O = [ NvA ' N c t ~ A ]  and q = [UT u;lT 

with up and u," being the linear velocities of the actuated wheels dong the unit vector a,. 

Writing the relation P = J; 4 ,  the Jacobean matrîx can thus be found as: 

This Jacobean matrix is a constant full-rank rnatrix and is not configuration dependent. The 

non-singular Jacobean J; perrnits the control of vehicle position and orientation (Saha 

1989). For a car-like robot, the dependency berneen Cartesian velocities, both of which are 

only functions of the second articulated speed u,, results in a dBerent control design. 

Intuitively, this confimis that the state linearisation of a car-like robot under nonholonomic 

constraints is impossible (Bloch 1992). 



Furthemore, the kinematic differences between a car-like robot and an omnidirectional robot 

can also be explained by the pivot point displacement, ie the displacement of the point 

around which the vehicle tums. For a car-like robot, this point lies at the intersection of the 

virtual-tire axis and the rear tire rotational axis (Cr in figure 1) which is not a stationary point 

with respect to frame A. Two factors, a geometrical and a velocity parameter, influence the 

linear and angular velocities of a car-like robot: i) the pivot point location which depends on 

the steenng angle 6, not on its derivative u,, and ii) the virtual-tire traction speed u2. Thus, 

it seerns that the two controlled outputs should be chosen fiom two spaces: one from 

geomeîrical space and the other from velocity space. 

For an omnidirectional mobile robot, the pivot point is stationary and permits its angular and 

linear velocities to be graphically decomposed into two vectors (figure 2): angular velocity 

with a magnitude of (u," -u"/2 and linear velocity with a magnitude of (up ?u:)/2. 

Because these two vectors are explicit functions of both articulated speeds, they can be 

controlled separately. 

3.2 Vehicle Dynamics 

3.2.1 Equations of Motion 

The vehicle e.o.m.'s have been derived following Kane's method. Let Ta, be the steering 

torque applied from body A to B with the szme signs as u, , and T,, be the traction torques 

applied fiom B to C with the same signs as u,. Thus, the car-like e.o.m.'s are written as: 



Ia ù, - K, sin6 ri, - K, cos6 u,u, = Tub 

K, sin6 r i ,  - [(K, - K,) sin26 - K,]ù, - K, sin6 cos6 u p ,  = T ,  

where the steenng speed u, and the traction speed u, are the oniy two independent 

generalized speeds in the set of equation (l), and I,, is the virtual-tire inertia around unit 

vector 8. The constantsKi are given in the appendix. Due to the constraint equations (4), the 

vehicle has only two DOF's which are represented by the two independent generalized 

speeds u, and u,, thus, vehicle velocities and accelerations in Cartesian space become 

functions of these two independent speeds. 

Defining t = [Ta, T,]' as the vector of input torques, the e.0.m. can be shown in a more 

compact fonn as: 

Mdic* = t  @) 

where M(6) is the mass matrix and c *(6,u,,uJ is the vector of centrifuga1 and conolis 

forces while slippage-fiee condition is respected. Since the determinant of the rnass matrix M(6) 

is never zero in eq. (8) for any 6 , the system e.0.m. can be written as: 

t j  = ~ - ' [ t  - c e ]  (9) 

It is more convenient to study a nonlinear control system using the state space equations. 

Defining the state variables x, = 6 ,  x, = 4, x, = q,, x, = q,, the system e.0.m. can be rewritten 

as follows: 



where f, ,fi, g, , g, and g, are nonlinear functions of x, and are given in the appendix. The 

nonholonomic constraint equations are defined in state space as: 

xj =x4 (KI K15 sinxl cosx, - p cosx, sinx,) 
+f6 = x4 (KI K15 sinxl sinx, - p cosx, cosx,) 
x7 = Klx, sinx, 

3.2.2 Cornparison with Previous Models 

Our dynamic model of a car-like robot has two major advantages over other models. First, 

it does not neglect the eEect of the main body dynamics on the steering and second, one of 

the system inputs is the steering torque instead of the steering angle. Although steering 

dynarnics may not require a great amount of torque to achieve the desired steering angle, 

neglecting it removes one system DOF. Also, in other models, the type of steering input was 

changed fiom a torque to a geometrical or kinematic parameter. Using the steenng angle as 

one of the inputs complicates the manipulation of e.o.m.3 and the development of the input- 

output relationship when the dynamic model is used to develop the control law. The 

consideration of the steering dynarnics in our model adds the previously ignored DOF to the 

system and results in more homogeneous e.o.m.3. The simple compact form of eq. (8) can 

be achieved because the input vector t is a vector of torques. Later in this paper we will see 

how tfiis consideration simplifies the control law development. 



4. CONTROL 

4.1 Design of the controller ' 

To control the car-like mobile robot given by eq. (IO), the well known input-output feedback 

linearisation method for nonlinear control has been chosen (Slotine 1991). This approach 

constnicts a nonlinear control law a s  an inner control loop which transforms the original 

system model to an equivalent linear model. Thus, an outer control loop is used for the new 

equivalent mode1 to satisfy the traditional linear control design specification. 

Figure 3 shows the basic architecture of our lateralflongitudinal controller. The inner control 

loop retums the system states to a nonlinear controller to compensate for the vehicle 

nonlinearities by adding the inverse dynarnics and it produces a new linear systern with new 

manipulated variables v = [v, vJT. The state space eq. (10) has to be modified by the 

coordinate transformation to generate a new space which corresponds to the chosen output 

control variables y = [y, yJT .  

The choice of the new transformed coordinates strongly affects the design of the nonlinear 

controller since the objective is I/O linearisation. To achieve the lateral and longitudinal 

control of the mobile robot, the control system manipulates two torque inputs. Therefore, one 

output variable must be associated with the lateral control while the other one is related to 

the longitudinal control. Like previous work, the new outputs are: 1. the instantaneous 



vehicle radius of curvature, that is, the distance between Cr and â measured from the vehicle 

rear center point? i.e., y, = 1/R *, and 2. the vehicle velocity, i.e., y, = Nv"a2y which have 

been chosen respectively as the Iateral and the Longitudinal control variables. Their desired 

values are expressed as the systern input vector y = 1'. 

The choice of the control point â instead of the cg .  presents two benefits. First, when the 

vehicle instantaneous curvature y, tracks its desired value, the error on vehicle orientation 

- 
(heading angle) is also nullified because the perpendicular line to Crâ is the vehicle 

orientation. Secondly, the velocity of the c.g. is the summation of both normal (lateral) and 

tangential (longitudinal) speeds of the vehicle but it is preferable to control a pure 

longitudinal speed. Under slippage-free condition, the normal speed at the rear center is zero, 

N ri Le. v .a, = O .  Thus, by choosing the control point â, the second output becomes a pure 

longitudinal velocity. 

Let us now apply the feedback linearisation method. The elements of the output vector y are 

related to the system states as follows: 

1 
y,  = - tau ,  and y2 = px,coîr, 

4 
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To obtaio I/O iinearization, the vehicle dynamic inputs Ta, and T, must appear explicitly. 

Thus, the outputs must be differentiated (once for y, and &vice for y, ) to obtain the 

following relationship: 

with: 

where h =[hl  h,lT is the vector of nonlinear functions of the system states given in 

appendix. 

The vector = pl defines the outputs in the new transformed space of {y,, y,, y, ) . Our 

system is "Iinearisable" because the inverse of the matrix D(xl) exists for any value of the 

steering angle between the physical limits -r/2 < x, c 1r/2. Thus, the nonlinear control output 

is chosen as: 

t = D - l v -  ( h l  (15) 

where v is the new manipulated vector to be determined. By replacing eq. (15) in (13), the 

nonlinearities are canceled, and a simpler relationship between the output and the new 

rnanipulated vector v,  Le., z = u, is obtained. 



The design of the tracking controller is produced using linear control techniques. For 

instance, defininge = y d  - y as the tracking error and choosing the new control inputs as: 

with q l ,  q2, ilj being positive constants, the tracking error of the closed loop system for both 

lateral and longitudinal control parameters presents exponentially stable error dynamics. 

Therefore, if the initial lateral and longitudinal errors are zero, then for al1 t greater than zero 

perfect tracking is achieved; otherwise, e(t) = [e,(t) e,(t)] converges exponentially to zero. 

4.2 Interna1 dynamics 

The order of Our dynamic systern given by Eqs. (10) and (11) is seven while the vector 

relative degree of the designed controller is [2,1]. Therefore, a part of the system dynamics 

with an order of four, called the internal dynamics, has been rendered unobservable in the 

UO linearization. If the intemal dynamics is stable, our control design problem has been 

solved with the control law developed in the previous section. Otherwise, the controller is 

practically meaningless, because the instability of the intemal dynamics would imply 

undesirable phenornena such as violent vibration of the mechanical unit. For a general 

discussion of internal dynamics, see (Slotine 1991). 



To complete the coordinate transformation to become a diffeomorphism, the vector 

< = [ y ,  Llyl yz xs x6 x7 xJT is chosen as the complete associated transformation, whose 

Jacobean ma& C l < /  6x is : 

where A,B,  C are given in the appendix. Because the determinant of the Jacobean matnx, ie 

1 d< (x)/Sx 1 = p /cos (x, ) , is never zero for -x/2 c x, c 6 2 ,  then < ( x  ) becomes a valid state 

transformation. 

The stability of the designed controller depends on the behaviors of the proposed interna1 

dynamics tint . With the vector < defined as < ( x )  = [cl i, <, i, <, & G], the derivative of 

. . . .  
the intemal dynamics Cim = [c4 G5 <, h] is related to the controlled outputs as fotlows: 



where 

si = sin (xi) 
c, = sin (x i  - x j )  

Putting system outputs equal to zero, the zero dynamics is yield to i,, = O. It is easily seen 

- . .  
u - 

from eq. (18) that even if interna1 dynamics is not necessarily bounded, tint = [Q h5 5,  g]' 
will stay bounded for bounded values of c3. Hence, the system stability will not perturbed 

since it is only affected by the denvatives of the intemal dynamic. 

In a real system, the inner control loop used to linearize the system approximately because 

the linearisation relies on the system model, both for the controller design and for the 

computation of the new transformed states < . If there is any uncertainty, it will cause error 

in the computation of both of the new transformed states < and of the control input vector 

v .  However, the most important property of the I/O feedback linearisation method is not 

necessarily that the nonlinearities can be exactly canceled by nonlinear feedback. Once an 

appropnate coordinate system is found in which the system c m  be linearized, the 



nonlinearities are in the range space of the input (Spong 1989). This fact eases the 

application of other techniques such as robucir or adaptive control design. 

5. SIMULATION 

Simulations have been performed using Matlab (Simulink) to ver@ the behavior of the 

vehicle dynamic model and the effectiveness of the proposed control law. The vehicle 

parameters aven  in the appendix have been selected to closely resemble most of today's 

middle class front wheel vehicles, such as the Honda Accord. The gains for the linear outer 

loop control have been chosen to obtain a critically damped system for the decoupled 

nonlinear subsystem. The system performance has been studied under three circumstances 

and simulations have been carried out for: 1) the effect of initial conditions, 2) piecewise 

continuous trajectories, and 3) the effect of modeling uncertainties. The first two simulations 

validate our control law when applied to the car-like mobile robot aven  by eq. (10). The last 

simulation venfies the performances of Our control system when the vehicle under control 

is different £rom the one used to develop the control laws. 

5.1 Effect of Initial Conditions 

Nonlinear systems fiequently have more than one equilibrium point, and their stability rnay 

depend on initial conditions. The nonlinear control law (inner control loop) developed in the 

previous section transforms the original nonlinear systern model to an equivalent linear 



system. Therefore, our system should behave like a linear system in which the equilibrium 

point is unique and its stability is independent of initial conditions. To veriS> the effect of 

initial conditions on the performance of our control law, mobile robot behavior is simulated 

under sharp changes £rom vehicle initial state to different initial desired values. 

The initial state of the vehicle is an equiiibriurn at ly, y,] = [O O] : zero steering angle, which 

is equivdent to a zero road curvature, and zero velocity. The desired trajectory is a constant 

road curvahire with constant speed: lyp Y:] = [ l /R i  Vil. lo spite of different initial values 

for lateral and longitudinal controlled outputs, both system errors converge exponentially to 

zero and remain there (figure 4). 

5.2 Piecewise Continuous Trajectories 

The following simulation verifies the tracking capabilities of our controller when both 

desired inputs change. To make the first two derivatives continuous, the desired trajectories 

have been constnicted using a combination of third order polynomials and constant step 

offsets (figure 5). These tirne-variable input functions Vary iadependently, and the vehicle 

can accelerate or decelerate while the desired road curvature is being tracked. To respect the 

slippage-fiee condition, the desired trajectory is defined in such a way that the lateral 

acceleration stays below the critical acceIeration, which is around O.6g in normal road 

condition. 



Figures 6 and 7 show the simulation results. in figure 6, the errors on path curvature and 

vehicle speed remain very small during the trajectory tracking. The maximum enor on path 

curvature is l . 2 x l 0 ~ ~  m" while the maximum error on velocity is 3 . 2 ~  IO-' m/s. Maximum 

errors occur at the junction of the third order polynomial with the constant steps because 

there is no continuity imposed on the angular and linear accelerations of the vehicle. Fifth 

order polynomial transitions would reduce the magnitude of the errors. The commands 

generated by Our control system produce a smooth variation of the steenng angles, reasonable 

traction torque and acceptable tractional power (figure 7). 

5.3 Effect of Modeling Uncertainties 

As discussed in Section 4, the nonlinear control law (inner control loop) exactly transforms 

the system to a linear one if the vehicle under control corresponds to the simplified model. 

in practice, the vehicle dynamics is more complicated than Our two DOF dynamic model, and 

there are dways uncertainties on some parameters, e-g. the mass associated with the 

passengers. Thus, the inner control loop does an approximate linearisation of the real system. 

Because our simplified model reproduces major vehicle dynamics behaviors, the control law 

shouid remain valid. Therefore, the purpose of the next simulation is to ve- the efficiency 

of Our controller when the vehicle under control is different from Our simplified vehicle 

model. 



To this end, system performance is verified in the presence of parameter uncertainties. The 

vehicle mass and inertia are increased by 50% and the vehicle size by 20% while the 

controller pararneters and the desired trajectories are kept the same. Figure 8 shows the 

resulting errors in both output variables, but even in the presence of very poor rnodel 

estimation, it can be seen that the resulting output errors are stlll very small. Although a 

theoretical robustness analysis was not performed, it appears from extensive simulations that 

the scheme is quite robust. 

6. CONCLUSION 

A method for controlling a car-like mobile robot under nonholonomic constraints has been 

developed. Differences between the nature of a car-like robot and a wheeled mobile robot 

have been highlighted and a nonlinear feedback loop, which guarantees the UO stabiiity of 

the system, has been designed. In spite of the kinernatic complexities of the car-like mobile 

robot compared to the omnidirectional one, Our vehicle model has a compact mathematical 

form. Unlike other nonlinear controller designs based on kinernatic vehicle models, our 

control scheme is based on a nonlinear vehicle dynamic model. Lateral and longitudinal 

outputs are controlled independently and no limitations, such as low speed or smooth 

curvature, are imposed on the desired trajectories from the controller. The intemal dynamics 

and its stability is discussed in details and it has been shown that it stays stable while the 

controller is tracking its objectives. Therefore, this work can be used for development of 

control strategies in highway vehicle automation. 
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Appendix 

The mobile robot parameters and the constants used in dynarnic e.o.rn.'s, eq. (7) are defined 

as: 

p = 0.33 m 

I,, = 0.1455 kg.m 

m, = 1416 kg 

4 = p/l, 

K4 = ' ~ 3  

=ICI -pz (ma -mc) 

KI,  = -K,Z -K& 

K13 = -K4K7 

Kl 6 = Il /la 

The derived functions in the state space, eq. (IO), and the nonlinear control functions of 

section 4 are derived as: 

fl(x,) = M ' (~,,sin'x, - K13 COSX, 

f2(x,) = M 'KI, sinxlcosx, 

hl (x) = KI, (1 - tan2xl)[ 2 x i  tanx, -fl(x,)x,x4] 

h2(x) = px4x2 [ f2(x1) COSX, - sinx,] 

gl(xl) = M '(K, sin2x, - Ki) 

g&) = -M ' K, sinxl - 

g3& ) = ' 'a 



where M * = l /(~,,sin~x, - KI,) is the inversion of the mass rnatrix determinant. 
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Abstract 

This paper studies the path tracking of a car-like mobile robot subject to nonholonomic 

constraints. To develop the control law, a plana vehicle mode1 is chosen to simulate the 

rigid-body dynamics. Although the smooth state stabilization of such systems is impossible, 

an Input/Output Feedback Linearisation can be achieved by choosing a steerable control- 

point in front of the robot. Also, the consideration of steering dynamics results in a compact 

mathematical form of equations of motion and makes the control law development straight 

forward. The developed control law ensures the exponential convergence of the controi-point 

Cartesian coordinates to the desired values. Completing the diffeornorphism,it is shown that 

speeds in the system unobservable (intemal) dynamics stay bounded for bounded external 

dynamic outputs. The control of the vehicle speed becomes also possible for paths cornposed 

of straight line and circular arc segments. Simulations are carried out to ver@ the system 

performance and to show that even without any off-line path planning the point tracking of 

the steerable point results in a minor change in the vehicle maximum lateral error. 

Keywords: Nonholonomic systerns, nonlinear control, path tracking, mobile robot, 

car-like, intemal dynamics stability 



1.lNTRODUCTlON 

Recently, control of mobile systems with nonholonomic constraints is one of the active 

research areas which consists of kinernatics, dynamics as well as nonlinear control of mobile 

robots. The consideration of vehicle ngid-body dynamics in the control law development has 

advantages over the controlles based on kinematic models which restrict the application to 

low speed and smooth maneuvers in order to ensure the systern stability. 

Nonlinear systems without drift having less inputs than States have been shown not to be 

stabilized by pure smooth state feedback [2],[3]. Example of such systems are mobile robots 

with nonholonomic constraints. Related works can be classified into two different fmilies 

due to the kinematic behavior of mobile robots: the omnidirectional mobile robots with two 

independently actuated wheels [9],[11] ,[l4],[l7] ,[18l,[24] and car-like mobile robots which 

is our field of interest [5],[7],[8],[10],[12],[22],[23]. Ornnidirectional robots have simpler 

kinernatics and dynamics than car-like mobile robots. More precisely, the Jacobian matrix 

between Cartesian speeds and speeds of the actuated wheels is independent fiom the robot 

configuration with constant ternis. This fact results in a simpler inverse kinematics and eases 

the control law development . The path tracking and stability of omnidirectional robots have 

been widely studied before, and control laws have been developed based on both kinematic 

[ i l ] ,  [18] and dynamic [9],[14],[22],[24] models. 

Mathematically, the kinematic equations of both robot families c m  be converted to the so- 

called canonical chain form equations. Therefore, a new approach, i.e. chah  form system, 



has been introduced to mode1 the kinematics of a class of nonholonomic mechanical systems 

[1],[4],[13],[20],[21]. By this approach, the motion planning and kinematic control of car- 

like mobile robots pulling n passive or steerable trailers linked together with ngid bars can 

be studied, solving a set of canonical chained form equations [20]. Then, the kinematic 

control problern of single mobile robots becomes a subgroup of n chained robots [13]. Since 

these controllers are based on kinematic models, they are Iimited to low speed applications. 

Controllability implies that any configuration should theoretically be reached in finite time 

from any other confïguration by applying an adequate control input. The non-existence of 

smooth state-feedbacks enhances the chance of designing controllers with time varying 

feedbacks [2],[5],[12],[23] or variable structures [15], as alternatives. n i e  InpWOutput 

Feedback Linearisation O/OFL) is also another alternative [8],[9],[14] ,[%] with the 

advantage of having a time-invariant structure. 

Kinematics of car-like robots are more complex than ones of omnidirectional robots. As a 

result, few controllers have been developed for this family of robots, especially with the 

consideration of dynamics. Among the existing work, DeSantis [y] has used the VOFL 

method and presented a design procedure for path tracking controllers which is applicable 

to car-like robots and which relates path tracking assignment parameters, such as vehicle 

speed and the radius of curvature, to the controller structure and gains. However, this work 

resulted in a time-variant controller capable of tracking a planned path using linear control 

technics. Andréa-Novel et al. [6] figured out that for car-like mobile robots a possible choice 



of linearisation is the Cartesian coordinates of a point attached to the steering wheel. They 

conciuded that the point tracking problem of such robots is solvable with an appropriate 

choice of the control-point. 

In this paper, a dynamic model of a planar car-like robot which includes the usually neglected 

steenng dynamics is developed. Both inputs of this dynamic model are torques and both are 

of the same nature with the advantage of having physical interpretation. Based on this model, 

a control law is developed using the I/OFL for a chosen control-point in front of the vehicle 

in order to solve the point tracking probiem of a car-like robot for any desired paths in the 

Cartesian space. Reproduction of one of the basic human driver behavior, Le. looking ahead 

in front of the vehicle, is the idea behind this choice. The stability of tracking errors is 

ensured and the diffeomorphism is cornpleted to show that unobservable speeds in the so- 

called interna1 dynamics stay bounded. 

Although the steerable control-point is not on the vehicle main body, this paper shows that 

the path tracking problem of any f5xed-point can be transferred to the point tracking of the 

steerable control-point adding an off-line path planning process. Anyhow, simulations based 

on a real car size reveal that the point tracking of the steerable control point without path 

planning only results in a minor increase in the maximum lateral offset of the vehicle. For 

desired paths composed of straight lines and circular arc segments, the vehicle speed can also 

be controlled with different constant speed at each segment. 



The paper consists of four additional sections. Section 2 presents the dynamic model of the 

planar car-like robot. The choice of the control-point, the design of the controller and the 

stability of intemal dynamics are discussed in section 3. The simulations are in section 4, and 

section 5 concludes the paper. 

2. Vehicle Dynamics 

A real caris a complex dynamic system, but when the goal is the development of an efncient 

control law, it is not necessary to model the whole cornplexities such as tire and suspension. 

A planar car-like mobile robot can simulate the basic vehicle c o n . r a t i o n s  changes, i.e. 

changes of Cartesian position and orientation of the vehicle. 

This section surnrnarizes the kinematics and dynamics of a car-like mobile robot. The planar 

robot of figure 1 is a fiont-wheel drive vehicle where the steering effect of both hont wheels 

is represented by one virtual-tire ( body C ). This consideration is not restrictive because the 

front wheels are linked to each other and represent only one d.0.f. Since body C has two 

perpendicular rotations with respect to the vehicle main body (body A), the frame of body 

B is introduced to have one simple rotation between the consecutive attached frames, ie "ql' 

between A and B and "q," between B and C. Total of £ive generalized coordinates defines 

the vehicle joint space. The first three, [q,, q,, q,], are the robot main body configuration in 

Cartesian space, and the two others, [q4, q,], are for virtual-tire steering, and fiont wheel 

rotation, respectively. 



Definhg u, = q,, u, = q,, u3 = 4, cosq, - ci, sin% , u, = - q, sinq, - q, cosq, , u, = 43,  the system 

kinernatics equations under the usual slipping-free assumption have been denved. 

Assumption which results in three kinematic constraint equations and two dynamic equations 

of motions (e.0.m.): 

u3 = KI K15 u2 sin q, 

u4 = Pu,'=0sq4 
u, = KI u, sin q, 

Iau, -K4sinq4ù, -K,cosq,u,u, =Ta, 

K, sinq, r i ,  - [K, - K,] ü2 - K8 sin% cosq, u, u2 = Tb, 

where p and I,, are respectively the radius and the principal inertia of the virtual-tire around 

the unit vector c, . Ki's are constants defined in the appendix to simplSy the e.o.m.'s 

representation. Ta, and Tb, are the steenng torque applied from bodyA to B and the traction 

torques applied from B to C,  respectively. The sign of Ta, and T, are respectively defined 

by the same reference adopted for u, and for u,. - With the vector of input torques 

t = [Tab T ~ , ] ~ ,  the system e.o.m., i.e. last two equations in eq. (l), becomes: 

MQ-c* = f  (2) 

where M(qJ is the inertia matrix and c '(q,, u,, u,) is the vector of centrifuga1 and Coriolis 

forces. The above second order differential eq. (2) can be refomulated as a set of first order 

differential equations which is more convenient for control design. Defining the state space 



variables for the FWD robot as: x,  = q,, x, = 4, x, = q,, x, = q,, x, = q, , x, = q2, X, = q3, the 

state-space representation of the system is then: 

i = f ( ~ )  - r (x) t 

where f and r are: 

where fl , f,, g, , g,, g, are nonlinear functions, and c,s, ti ( i = 1 , 7 )  are respectively the 

cosine and the sine of the state space variable x i .  

3. Looking Ahead Path Tracking 

To control the car-like mobile robot given by eq. (3), the UOFL method [16] has been 

chosen. Although the stabilization via smooth feedback of such a system is not possible, a 

static input/output linearization, if exist, can ensure the stability of the extemal dynamics 

given by the above e.o.m, and the exponential convergence of the tracking error £rom the 

desired values. However, the stability of the unobservable (intemal) dynamics caused by the 

constraint equations must also be verified. Figure 2 shows the basic architecture of the UOF'L 

based controller. The inner control loop returns the systern States to the nonlinear controller 

to compensate the steering and traction dynamic nonlinearities. The result is a new linear 

system with new manipulated variables v = [v, vJT .  Then the state space eq. (3) is brought 



to the space of output variables. In this paper, the output variables are the Cartesian 

coordinates of a steerable point P in front of the vehicle (figure 1). 

3.1 Choice of Control-Point 

For a control law development based on VOFL method, the important step is to choose the 

appropriate outputs which results in a non-singular decoupling matrix. As it is seen in 

literature, a control-point attached to the vehicle main body, such as the center of gravity 

(cg.), seems to be the best choice. In fact, it can be an appropriate choice for the farnily of 

omnidirectional mobile robots because the angular velocity of each actuated wheel affects 

both Cartesian velocities of such mobile robots. Kinematics of a car-like mobile robot are 

quite different from an omnidirectional one since its Jacobian matrix is singular for any 

control-point attached to the robot main body. In other word, when the angular velocity of 

the front wheel (around b, in figure 1) is zero, the steenng commands will not affect motions 

of such control-points. In the Newtonian reference fiame N, the position vector of an 

arbitrary control-points P' attached to the bodyA in figure 1 is: 

and its derivative is : k] i, [-'in" "'"P 
cosx, -sinx, Ya 
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where X,md Y,are any real constant values. Substituting fiom eq. (3) into eq. (6), the 

steenng speed x, does not appear in the right side and the Jacobian matnx stays singular for 

any Po . 

Let us propose the output variables to be the Cartesian coordinates of the stezrabie control- 

point P with the vector of position p = [x, y,]'. The idea behind this proposition can be 

explained by observing a kid pulling a child-cart. The kinematics of a child-cart with its 

steerable front wheels are very similar to a car-like mobile robot. Lf the chiid attaches a rope 

to any point on the main body (ex. the center of front tire axis c *), he will not be able to 

guide his cart, but when he attaches his pulling rope on the steenng handle (point P), he cm 

run through any desired path and the cart will follow the path. 

The Cartesian coordinates of point P are derived fiom vehicle States as: 

Kinernatically, since the point P is attached to the front wheels, instantaneous motions are 

allowed in both Cartesian directions. In fact, 

- 



Hence every instantaneous motion can be selected choosing the steering rate x, - and linear 

velocity px,. It is then clear that point P can track any desired path and the Jacobian matrix 

J, becomes: 

where N I ,  Ml,& and M2 are given in the appendix. Although this Jacobian matrix Jp is still 

configuration dependent, its determinant is constant, 1 J, 1 = p L, and its inverse exists for any 

L p = 0 .  

Simulation results will show that for Lp greater than 0.1 meter, the system is far enough from 

the singularity. For a real size car, the point c *  is placed at least 0.5 meter far from the 

vehicle sides. Thus, the control-point P can bc assumed as a moving point on the vehicle 

main body pivoting around c ' . Theoretically, the residual error of point c ' for the zero-error 

point tracking of point P is Lp sinx, . Even in sever maneuvers where the steering angle reach 

its largest value (around 25 degree) this residual error is still srna11 for in cornparison with 

the size of a car. Further discussion is given by analyzing simufation results. 

3.2 Controller Design 

To develop the control law, the system inputs t = [T,, T,] must appear explicitly. Thus, eq. 

(9) is differentiated once more: 



By substituting eq. (3) into eq. (10): 

P ; = h - D t  (11) 

where the vectorh = [h ,  hJT and rnatrix D are given in the appendix. Since the deteminant 

of D (x) is: ID 1 = IJ, 1 1 G 1 (Where G = M - ' (x , ) )  and it is never zero for any x, the matrix is 

invertible and the nonlinear control law can be chosen as: 

t = D -'(v - h )  

withv as the new manipulated vector to be determined. 

Substituting above equatioa into eq. (Il), the considered rigid body nonlinearities are 

cornpensated and the relationship between the output vector and the new manipulated 

vectorr becomes linear i.e. I I  = v .  Defining the tracking error as: e = [ex eJT = - p the 

new control inputs are chosen as: 

where the positive constants gains q, , q, , q3, q, ensure the desired characteristics such as 

settle time and damping ratio, having the nature of a linear time-invariant P.D. controller. If 



the initial position error is zero, then for al1 t greater than zero perfect tracking is achieved; 

otherwise, the vector e(t) = [e,(t) e,(t)] converges exponentially to zerd. The zero-error 

tracking is then ensured for a point which is not fixed on the vehicle, but it pivots very close 

and around the vehicIe center of front tires. An impiicit assumption is that nonlinearities 

caused by the tire deformation cannot destabilize the designed controller and they can be 

cornpensated by a robust linear controller. However, studying the muhial effect of tire and 

rigid body dynamics on the system stability is an interesting research subject which is beyond 

this paper objectives. 

3.3 Interna1 Dynamics 

The proposed dynamics have three nonholonomic constraints which render a part of the 

system dynamics unobservable after applying the 1/0F'L rnethod. A general discussion of 

intemal dynamics is given in [16]. if this intemal dynarnics is stable, our tracking control 

design is complete with the control law given by eq. (12) and (13). To cornplete the stability 

analyses, a diffeomorphic transformation is sought. 

Since the relative degree of each output is two, the first four components of this 

transformation are chosen £rom the outputs and their Lie derivatives, i.e. 

x,, LfxP, yp7 and L f y p .  To cornplete the transformation, the steering angle x, , the rotational 

angle of the virtual-tire x, and the vehicle orientation x,, are added to form the following 

vectors: 



z = T ( x )  

where r and T are z = [z, , ..., z7 1' and T ( x )  = [x, ,Lfxp ,y,, LI y, ,x, ,x, ,x, ]', respectively. 

To verify that T ( x )  is indeed a diffeomorphism, its Jacobian should be invertible. Thus 

T ( x )  is a valid state transformation if the determinant of the Jacobian exist everywhere: 

where Ai,Bi,Ci,Di,Mi,Niare functions given in the appendix. This matrix deteminant is 

simply 1 ST(x)/& 1 = p Lp and it is never zero for any L, = O. Hence, the local diffeomorphism 

is achieved for any x, and the Jacobian is invertible for d l  x. The stability of the nonlinear 

controller can be verified observing the speed variation in the intemal dynamics. These 

speeds are given in the normal form as: 

r 

: =ilP 

cos (z, - z7) - sin (3 - z7) 

K,,sin(z,-z7)-K,sinz,cos(~-z7) K l g ~ ~ ~ ( z 5 - z 7 ) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S ~ 5 C O S ( ~ - ~ 7 )  

KI sinz, cos (z5 - z,) -KI sinz, sin (2, - z,) - 



Putting the vector [z2 z41T equal to zero, the zero dynamics becomes izem = O ,  which does 

i 

not necessarily means that the system is unstable. Although the vector of internai dynamic 

States tint = [z, z, z7] , which represents the vehicle planar displacements, is not bounded, the 

vector of unobservable speeds ia = [i, 2, i 7 I T  stays bounded for bounded [- zJTand the 

internai dynamics stay stable. Note that in eq. (15), elements of relating matrix are bounded 

triangular functions, thus, the speeds of the intemal dynamics are bounded. 

3.4 Path planning for point P 

As mentioned before, the control-point P is not fmed on the vehicle main body. Nevertheless, 

the path tracking problem of any futed-point can be transformed to the point tracking of the 

steerable control-point P using an off-line path planing process. In this process the desired 

path of P is derived from the desired path of any fixed-point on the vehicle, for instance the 

robot rear center (point d * ) as s h o w  in figure 1. 

Based on eq. (7), if the desired path of d * is y =f(x) , the kinematic relation between point d * 

and point P is : 
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O keep d * on the desired path, the instantaneous curvature of the robot and the desired path 

L 

must be equal, Le. Rd = [ 1 - (df/d~)~]"/[d~/dx'l must be equal to R =La/ tanq,. Thus, the 

desired steenng angle is derived as: 4 = tan-' ([La Id 2f/dr21/ [ 1 - ( d f ~ d r ) ~ ] ~ ~ ) .  

d Suppose that desired trajectones of point d ' , for its Cartesian coordinates are, x,. ( t )  = X, and 

d y,. = f(X) then the desired trajectories of point P will be: 

where 4, = tan-' (d f i d r )  is the robot instantaneous desired orientation. 

With the proposed off-line path tracking, the path tracking problem of a fmed point on the 

vehicle can be converted as the point tracking scherne of the steerable point P and the error 

of a fixed-point on the vehicle fton its associated desired path can be nulliaed. However, 

a real car is not a point and its size is not negligible comparing to the width of the roads. 

Thus, the vehicle lateral-offset should be measured for more than one point, even if the 

designed controller ensures only the zero-tracking of one control-point. From control point 

of view, the theoretical objective is the point tracking of a fixed- point on the vehicle and the 

fact that, with L,  2 0.1, the steerable point P c m  be very close to point c ' (In cornparison 



with the vehicle size) enhance the chance of considering the desired path directly for point 

P without using the above off-line path planning. To verify this possibility, simulations are 

c&ed out using the same desired paths pointd ' and point P and errors of different vehicle 

points are cornpared. 

4. SIMULATION RESULT ANALYSES 

Simulations have been performed using Matlab (Simulink) to ve@ the effectiveness of the 

proposed control law under different input trajectones. The vehicle parameters given in the 

appendix have been selected to closely resemble a today's middle class front wheel drive 

vehicle. The gains for the linear outer P.D. controller have been chosen to obtain a cntically 

damped systern by which in 2.5 seconds the controlled error achieves 5% of its initial value. 

To study the system performance, simulations are carried out in five steps. 

In the first two steps, the variation of the lateral error is verified for three different vehicle 

points ( d ' , cg. and c * ) for L, = 1 [ml and L,  = 0.1 [ml under a severe left and right turn. 

In steps 3,4 and 5 the desired path is composed of a straight line foilowed by a circular arc 

segment with a turning radius of 75 meter and with L, = 1 [ml.  

4.1 Lateral errot verification under severe left and right turns 



The sine function y = 25 sin (xx/50) is chosen to simulate a severe Ieft and right turn. This 

function is set as the desired path of point P in step 1 and as the desired p&h of point d ' in 

step 2, from which the desired path of P is derived using the off-line path planning. The 

desired trajectories: ~ , d  (t) , Y: ( t )  , X: ( t )  , Y: ( t )  and X: ( t )  , ~ t ( t )  are derived frorn such 

path assuming x = 5 t  . 

The displacement of the vehicle points d ' , c.g. and c ' in the Cartesian plane are shown for 

L, = 1 in figure 3 and for L,  = 0.1 in figure 4. For better visualization, only part of the 

simulation is shown in these figures, however, the errors are computed for one complete 

period of 20 seconds. 

Variation of these offsets are shown in figures 5 and 6 for different Lp's which shows the 

exponential convergence of point P fiom its initial offset to zero. To compute the lateral- 

offset of the vehicle points, we used the perpendicular projection of each point on the desired 

path in the Cartesian plane to find the instantaneous geometric offset of each point fiom the 

desired path. Figure 7 shows the errors of the vehicle orientation and its curvature comparing 

to the orientation and the curvature of the desired path. 

In the second step, the desired path of f (x) = 25 sin (zx/50) is used, this time for the point d ' 

instead of point P. The choice of point d * is partly justified by the objective of looking for 



zero orientation error. Since the controller is designed for point tracking of P, the desired 

path of point P is derived using the previously explained path planning process. The variation 

of different vehicle point offsets are shown in figures 8 and 9 , respectively, for Lp=l and 

Lp=O.l and the variation of the vehicle orientation and curvature error are shown in figure 

10. 

In both steps, the point tracking of point P results in the exponential convergence of the error 

of point P from its initial values to zero, besides, the zero lateral offset of point d * and the 

zero error on vehicle orientation have been realized in step 2. 

In step 1, decreasing the length of L, from 1 [ml to 0.1 [ml results in decreasing al1 errors. 

Meanwhile, in step 2, the errors are almost insensitive to the variation of L,, evidently, 

because this length is taken into account into the off-line path planning process. Another 

observation cornes fiom comparing the two steps for L, = l [ml. In spite of using the path 

planning process, the maximum lateral offset decrease less than 5% (from 0.41 for d ' in step 

1 to 0.39 for c * in step 2). In fact, the lateral offset exists, but for different vehicle points. 

However, if the lateral-offset is the only criterion, the minimum overall offset can be 

achieved in step 1 for L, = 0.1 [ml where point c * follows the desired path with dmost no 

Iateral offset. 



4.2 Path combined of lines and circular arc segments 

In the following three steps, simulations are carried out keeping . The advantage of such 

paths is that a speed profile c m  be defined, Le. vehicle speed can be controlled indirectly 

without considering it as a controlled output and the desired trajectories are derived using the 

proposed desired speed profile for such paths. Desauhiers [81 has studied the problem of car- 

like robots in following any arbitrary paths and concluded that, for this type of robots, the 

shortest path between two positions is achieved by the combination of line segments and 

circular arcs of minimal turning radius. Besides, most of existing highways and roads can be 

modeled using parallel straight lines and circular arcs. Although controlling the vehicle speed 

is not considered in the design of the controller, special characteristics of such paths grant 

this possibility. 

Let us define the desired speed profile as follows: The vehicle follows the straight line 

segment and accelerates to the desired speed of the line segment, Le. V, = 20 [m/sec.] at 

t = TV = 4, then remains at this speed for 2 seconds and decelerates to the desired speed of the 

circular segment, Le. V, = 15 [m/sec.] at t = T,. = 10, right before starting the circular arc 

segment. The desired speed remains constant at VdC in this segment: 



where u,, pi, -!, ci  (i = 1,2) are found to respect the continuity. If O is the slop of the line 

segment in the X-Y frarne, the desired x cornponent becomes xd = Vd cos0 . Then its integral 

and denvative are found and the equation of line and its denvatives are used to find desired 

trajectory and its derivatives for Y. The desired trajectory of the circular segment is not that 

straight forward if we wish to respect the constant desired speed. 

2 2 2 Supposing the constrairit Zd -y,  = V, applies on the circle of xd -y,' = R: then the solution 

of the diflerential equation R:X; - vdCxd - V ~ R :  = O ,  Le. xd = R,  sin(Vdc/R,) t and 

yd =RI cos(Vdc/R1) t,  and their derivatives define the desired trajectory of x component. In 

the proposed desired path that the circular arc segment is placed afler the line segment of 

s lop  8, a t  the center  (Xl,Y,) and s t a r t s  at t = T - ,  I t h e  so lu t ion  

Vdc Vdc becomes: xd = R I  sin [-@-Ti) - O ]  -XI and y, = R, cos[-(t-T,) - e]  - Y,. 
Rl RI 

Using the given speed profile, the desired path has been converted to the time varying desired 

trajectories for the Cartesian coordinates of point P or d '. Similar to step 1 and 2, this path 

is set as the desired path of point P in step 3 and as the one of point d ' in step 4. Such paths 

are discontinuous in the second derivation at the junction of iine and circular arc segment, 

where the vehicle lateral acceleration should jump f5om zero to a definite value, here 3 



[mkec.?. This requires a sudden steering angle jump, here from zero to 2.15 degree which 

may perturbs the system dynamics. This perturbation is damped by the critical damping ratio 

and the settie time of 2.5 second on the steering command after linearisation. In step 5, the 

mass and the inertial of the vehicle model are different than ones of the model on which the 

path-tracker design is based. The vehicle mass and inertia are increased about 50% and 

vehicle size about 20% in order to verify the tracking performance of the developed control 

law under parameter uncertainties. 

In steps 3 and 4, there is no lateral error for the line segment but a constant residual offset 

is seen for the circular segment. Figure 11 shows how different vehicle points displace in the 

Cartesian plane while point P tracks the desired path in step 3. The residual offset for the 

three vehicle points, as shown in figure 12, and the speed error are both negligible. In this 

step, the simulation results in a 3 degree residual orientation error for the circular segment 

but a zero curvature error which seems as a contradiction. The zero curvature error shows 

that the vehicle curvature is the same as the curvature of the desired circular arc. In addition, 

the steering angle is constant and equai to the expected desired steering angle for this 

segment. Under such condition a zero orientation error is expected using the same logic 

behind the proposed path planning process. As a result, this orientation error should be due 

to the dynamic delay between the orientation change of point P and one of the vehicle main 

body. The residual speed error of 0.05 [m/sec.], in step 3, is due to the fact that the desired 

speed profile is used for the desired path of virtual point P. this error increases with the 

increase of steering angle. 



In step 4, (figure 13) the residual offsets of point d ' and cg .  are both decreased respectively 

from 61 * 10 " to zero and fiorn 46 * 10 " to 12 * 10 ", but ones of point c ' is increased 

fiom 7*10 to 48 * 10 ". In this step, since the point tracking is applied to point d * the 

contradiction between the curvature and orientation errors are vanished and they are both 

zero. In figure 13, the tracking error of point P is from the derived desired path after path 

planning process but the other offsets of the vehicle different points are the perpendicular 

distance between their path an the desired path of d * . This is because the controller is 

designed for point P but the path that vehicle should follow is set for d m  in this step. Another 

positive side of path planning process is that the vehicle reaches to the desired speed without 

any residual error. 

In step 5, under parameter uncertainties, the variation of the tracking error of point P and of 

the laterai offset of different vehicle points are shown in figures 14 and 15, respectively, for 

tracking of point P with and without path planning. Despite using only a P.D. linear 

controller, all errors converge to zero for the line segment where the vehicle accelerates and 

decelerates. To cancel the residual offsets of the circular segment a more robust linear 

controller should be designed. Although, while the vehicle accelerates or decelerates the 

speed error increases, the parameter (mass and inertia) uncertainties brings only a delay in 

the exponentiai convergence of speed error to zero. This means that the stability region is 

vast enough. 



5. CONCLUSION 

A method for controlling a car-like mobile robot under nonholonomic constraints has been 

developed. By choosing a steerable control-point (point P) in front of the vehicle, the 

dynamics Input/Output Feedback Linearization becomes feasible without neglecting the 

vehicle steenng dynamics which enhance the chance of integrating the very important "tire 

dynamics" in the future models. Considering the vehicle size this steerable point can be seen 

as a vehicle point pivoting on a tiny circle around the rnidpoint of front tires. However, an 

offline path tracking process is proposed to derive the desired path of the steerable point P 

from the desired path of any vehicle materid point, for instance, the vehicle midpoint 

between the rear tires where the vehicle orientation is kinernatically tangent to the path. The 

nonlinear control law guaranties the stable zero-error tracking of the chosen point as well as 

the stability of the interna1 dynamics with the advantage of being time-invariant and having 

a simple structure. No limitation is imposed on the form of the desired path during the 

control law development. A speed profile can be applied for paths composed of straight lines 

and circular arc segments. The controller shows relatively robust behavior in the presence 

of discontinuity in the desired path and parameter uncertainties of the vehicle even though 

the linear regulator is a simple P.D. 
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Appendix 

The mobile robot parameters and the constants used in dynamic e.o.m.'s, eq. (1) are: 

K14 = K: 

K,, = 1/La 

The elements of the state space presentation, eq. (3), and the nonlinear control functions are: 

fl(x,) = M ' (K,, sin2xl - KI,) cosx, f2(xl) = M ' K I ,  sinx,cosx, 

hl&) = K17(l - tan2x,)[2x: tanx, -f1(x1)x2x4] 

h2(x) = p ~ 4 x 2  [ f,(xl) cosx, - sinx,] 

gt (xi) = M *(K~ sin2xl - K,) g2(x,) = -M ' K4 sinx, 

&J = M ' L  

where M* = l / ( ~ ~ ~ s i n ~ x ,  -KI,) is the inversion of the m a s  rnatrix determinant. 

The elements of Jacobian matrix J, are: 



Nl = -Lpsin(x1 -x7) 
N, = -L, COS (x, -x7) 
Ml = p cos (x, - x,) - LpK1sinxlsin (x, -x7) 
M2 = - p sin ( x ,  -x7 )  - L p K ,  sinx,cos (x, -x,) 

Matrix G and D are: 

the terms of diffeomorphism transformation are: 



Figure 1 - A car-like planar vehicle with front wheel traction and steerable 
virtual point P. 
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Figure 2 - Architecture of the trajectory tracker 



Figure 3 - displacement of the vehicle in X-Y plane with Lp = 1 [ml (step 1). 



Figure 4 - displacement of the vehicle in X-Y plane Lp= 0.1 [ml (step 1). 



Figure 5 - Time variation of Iateral offsets of different vehicle points for Lp=l (step 1). 
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Figure 7 - The orientation and curvature errors without path planning (step 1) . 
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Figure 8 - Time variation for error of point P and lateral-offset of different vehicle points for 
Lp=l [ml (step 2) 







Figure 11 - Trace of different vehicle points when vehicle tracks the desired path in 
the X-Y plane 
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Figure 14 - Tracking error of P and time-variation of different vehicle offsets under parameter 
uncertainties, without path planning and with Lp = 1 [ml (step 5). 



Figure 15 - Tracking error of P and time-variation of different vehicle offsets under parameter 
uncertainties, with path planning and with Lp = 1 [ml (step 5). 



Appendix C: Geometric Lateral-offset Tracking and Speed Control of a Car-like 

Mobile Robot. 



Geometric Lateral-offset Tracking and Speed Control 
of a Car-like Mobile Robot 

Abstract 

This paper presents independent lateral-offset tracking and speed control of a car-like mobile 

robot under nonholonomic (slippage-free) constraints. The state-space representation of the 

robot dynamic model, which includes the usually ignored steering dynamics, are given for 

both front and rear wheel drive mobile robots. Although state feedback linearisation of such 

a system is impossible, a static hput/Output linearisation is feasible for a steerable control- 

point in front of the vehicle based on the given dynamic model. Unlike previous work on 

trajectory tracking, the proposed linearisation scheme is based on a purely geometnc 

definition of the lateral-offset. The control law is then developed using an on-line projection 

of the vehicle position on the geometric desired paths composed of linear and circula arc 

segments. Since only one output is used for the vehicle lateral control, the vehicle speed is 

chosen as the second controlled output. The scheme ensures the exponential convergence of 

boîh lateral and longitudinal (speed) errors to zero. It is also shown that speeds in the 

unobservable (intemal) dynarnics stay bounded while controlled errors are converging toward 

zero. Simulations are performed to verifj the performance of the proposed control law on 

front and rear wheel drive vehicles. 

Keywords: path-tracking, nonlinear control, feedback linearisation, car-like mobile robot. 



1. Introduction 

Recently, control of mobile robots with nonholonomic constraints has become one of the 

most active research area, especially in the context of Intelligent Vehicle Highway System 

(IVHS) toward increasing the existing roads productivity. This research requires the study 

of kinematics and dynamics as well as nonlinear control of mobile robots. in an IVHS, the 

control objective is mainly to follow a path at a given speed. Overseeing the vehicle conîroi 

system, a supervisor coordinates the traffic activities and generates the desired inputs for the 

vehicle controller. The task of this supervisor would be easier if instead of time dependent 

trajectories, desired inputs are predefined geometric paths and desired speeds. 

Existing mobile robots have been classified [2], [3] into five different families depending on 

their kinernatic behavior. But more attention has been payed to two of these famiIies because 

of their specid charactenstics: 1 ) omnidirectional mobile robots, with two independently 

actuated wheets, which have a high degree of mobility on the plane 

[2],[3],[4],[7] ,[Il]  ,[12],[13],[16],[17] and II) car-like mobile robots, which are kinematically 

similar to the actual cars on the road [1],[2],[5],[9],[10]. Because of their higher degree of 

mobility, omnidirectional mobile robots have simpler kinematics than car-like robots. 

Omnidirectional robots with their full rank and configuration-independent Jacobian matrix 

produce a simpler inverse kinematics and ease the control iaw development. This Jacobian 

matrix is singular for car-like robots since it has a column of zeros. Car-like robots have a 



restncted mobility and the variation of the robot orientation depends on the changes in robot 

position. This can be explained by the fact that if the omnidirectional robot configuration 

is denved, applying the nonholonomic constraints, the Jacobian matrix is a full rank matrix 

with constant terms. 

The trajectory trackers based on kinematic models [1],[9],[11],[13],[16] are limited to low- 

speed applications such as Flexible Manufachiring Systems (FMS). For applications with 

higher speeds such as IVHS control laws must be developed considering the mobile robot 

dynamics. Ludependent from the robot family, the consideration of the vehicle dynamics 

leads to a nonlinear control problem and, as first trial, the use of classical Input/Output 

Feedback Linearisation (VOFL) method [3],[4],[5],[7],[12]. 

D7andréa-Novel et al. [3] solved the feedback control problem applying the so-called 

dynamic extension algorithm which is an alternative solution if the system is not linearisable 

by diffeomorphisrn. The idea of this algorithm is to delay some combination of inputs via the 

addition of integrators, which may however cause drawbacks in some applications. These 

integrators enable other inputs to act in the meantime and therefore to obtain an extended 

decoupled system [3]. DeSantis [SI has introduced a simple, linear and decoupled control 

structure for paths combined of straight lines and circular arc segments, in which gains are 

computed using the classical time invariant P D  techniques. The major limitations of this 

work is the occurrence of tirne-variant gains when either the steering angle or the assigned 

velocity changes, which happens in most highway automation applications. Aiso, the 



controller becomes time-varying at junction points when the path changes fiom a straight line 

to a circular arc and vice-versa. 

The cornmon approach in the above literature is the implementation of the VOF'L method for 

the realization of what is called the trajectory tracking strategy. This strategy is based on 

generating commands in order to track a previously defined time function desired 

trajectories. It means that at each instant t, the vehicle has to be at a predefined position on 

the desired trajectory. This strategy can be visualized assuming that the vehicle must track 

a virtual robot which moves through the desired path. Then, the trajectory tracker ensures the 

instantaneous match between the configuration (position and orientation) of the real and the 

virtual robot, canceling the instantaneous error. With this definition, if the real robot is 

geometrically on the path but behind the moving virtual robot, the trajectory tracker will 

recognize this situation as an error in the vehicle position. The side effect is the recognition 

of a 'Yake" lateral-error that commands the vehicle to accelerate in order to nullïfy this error 

even if the vehicle is physically on the path. 

In the concept of highway automation, changes in the vehicle speed not only depend on the 

vehicle position on the path, but also on other factors, such as road and environment 

conditions, traffic situation, vehicle type, critical lateral acceleration, etc. Hence, a flexible 

controller is required by which the vehicle speed can be controlled independently from the 

vehicle lateral-offset path tracking. To this end, Sarkar et al. [12] proposed a dynamicpath- 

foliowing scheme for the omnidirectional robot farnily. Instead of defining desired 



trajectories, they have chosen a desired path combined of straight lines and circula arc 

segments with an arc-length parameter S.  Then, the desired speed is set as the denvative of 

the arc-length s,  and the desired path is a function of the parameter s instead of time t . 

They concluded that this scheme is more appropriate for vehicle control application than the 

trajectory tracking strategy. Nevertheless, it seems that the given lateral dynamic path- 

following still a£€ects the vehicle speed control, because the parameter "s " is a predefined 

function of time. 

This paper presents a purely geometrical scheme for lateral-offset tracking and a speed 

control of a car-like mobile robot under nonholonomic constraints. The objective of 

geometric lateral-of/set tracking is to render the vehicle speed control independent from 

lateral-offset tracking. This separation removes some limitations and eases its application in 

realistic situations such as IVKS. In this scherne, lateral-offset error is generated by an on- 

line projection of the vehicle position on the desired path. Section 2 gives the state space 

representation of the vehicle rigid body dynamics for both Front Wheel Drive (FWD) and 

Rear Wheel Drive (RWD) robots. Section 3 shows that the static VOFL becomes feasible by 

a steerable control-point in front of the car-like mobile robot considering cross coupling 

effect between vehicle steering and traction dynmics. This section will also shown that 

speeds in unobservable dynamics stays bounded while variables of the extemal dynamics are 

converging toward their desired values, i.e. errors toward zero. Section 4 presents, 

comparative simulations in order to ver* the performance of the proposed control laws for 



both FWD and RWD car-like robots. The last section concludes the paper. 

2. Vehicle Dynamics 

This section summarizes the kinematics and dynamics of a planar car-like mobile robot 

driven either by fiont or rear wheels. In the design of an efficient controller, it is not 

necessary to mode1 al1 dynamic complexities of a vehicle. The lateral offset-tracking and 

speed control of a vehicle can be determined by the planar movernents of vehicle in a 

Cartesian h e .  Although tire dynamics has a significant role in vehicle handling analyses, 

a compromise has been made in this paper on considenng the vehicle rigid body dynamics 

as the base of control law development and of presenting the idea of geometric lateral-offset 

tracking. While the vehicle follows a path the total cumulative displacement in the Cartesian 

fiame, caused by tire dynamics (wheel slippage), is of small magnitude in comparison with 

the robot displacements resulting from the steering and traction commands, therefore, it is 

assumed that the feedback controllers are able to compensate the total error by increasing 

for example the steenng angle or the traction torque. 

Figure 1 shows a car-like mobile robot where the steering effect of both front wheels are 

represented by one virtual-tire (body C). Body Chas two perpendicular rotations with respect 

to (w.r.t) the robot main body A. To have a pure rotation between fiames attached to each 

body, a massless £rameB is defined w.r.t fiame A by a rotation around a, of an angle q,. The 



rotation of front wheel (body C )  around 6, is represented by angle p,. The consideration of 

one virtual-tire instead of front or rear wheels is not restrictive, because each of the pairs are 

linked to each other and each represents only one degree of freedorn. For a FWD robot the 

inertial effects of rear wheels are integrated to the bodyA which results in having one fewer 

generalized coordinate. As a result, the FWD and the RWD robots have five and six 

generalized coordinates respectively. In the case of a RWD robot, the sixth geaeralized 

coordinates is for the angular rotation of the rigid body D. Like the front wheels, body D is 

another virtual-tire located at the vehicle rear-center, (point d* in figure l), and the rear 

wheel torque is fed through it. 

For both types of robots, the generalized coordinates [q,, q,, q,] define the Cartesian planar 

coordinates of body A, q, represents the steering angle rotation, and q, is the front wheel 

rotation. Although, the driving torque for the RWD robot is fed through the rear virtual-tire, 

the generalized coordinate 4, is kept to model the dynarnic effect produced due to two 

perpendicular cross rotations and Q5. For the RWD robot, the generaiized coordinate 

is added to represent the rear wheel rotation of body D w.r.t body A .  

To derive the mobile robots equations of motion (e.o.m.), the method of Kane [8] is used. 

Let us define 4 = [tj, tj2 43 % & l T  for the FWD robot and t j  = [q,  q2 q3 q4 q5 4,1T for the 

RWD robot. Also, u = [u, uJT,  where u, =a for both robots, and u2 = q5 for FWD robot 



and u, = C& for a RWD robot. 

The non-integrable kinematic constraints, can be represented in a compact form as : 

S is one of the following matrices1; 

O KI KI, sin q4 cos q, - p cos q4 sin q, 

O K, KI, sin q4 sin q3 - p cos q4 cos q, 

O KI sin q4 

1 O 

O 1 

These nonholonomic constraint equations 

O -p(Z2/l,tanq4cosq3-sinq,) 

O p(-Z2/Z,tanq,sinq,-cosq,) 

O KI sin q4 

O llcos q4 

1 O 

O 1 

cause the dependence between the defined 

generalized speeds and decrease the system degrees of freedom (d.0.f.) £rom five to two for 

the FWD robots and from six to two for RWD robots. As a result, after some manual 

simplifications, the e.0.m of the FWD robot becomes : 

Ic3 u, - K4 sin q4 u, - K4 cos% u,u, = Ta, 
K4 s i n a  ù, - [(K, - K,) sin2q, - K,] ù2 - K, sinq4cos% u,u2 = Tb= 

and sirnilarly for the RWD robot : 

- 

Terms with "hat" symbol are reserved for the RWD robot. 



where 

I,, : virtual-tire inertia around unit vector q, 

cî : front or rear wheel radius, 

Ki, K ~ :  constants given in the appendix, 

: steering torque input applied from bodyA to B 

: front wheel torque applied from body B to C 

: rear wheel torque applied fiom body A to D 

: unit vectors of the Newtonian reference fiame N, 

: principal mis of inertia of robot main body A, 

: unit vectors of the massless body B, 

: principal axis of inertia of virtual-tires C and D respectively. 

Defining t = [Ta, T , J ~  and î= [Tub T,,]' as vectors of input torques, the e.0.m. of the FWD 

and RWD mobiIe robots can be written in matrix fonn as: 



where M(q) and M(@ are the m a s  matrices and c*(q,u)  and t ' (q ,u)  are the vectors of 

centrifugai and Coriolis forces. 

The above second order differentiai equations (5) c m  be reformulated as a set of first order 

differential equations which is more convenient for control design. Defining the state space 

for the RWD robot: x, = q4, x, .- = %, x3 = q,, x4 = %, x, = q, , x, = q,, x7 = q,, x, = 9, , either of 

the state-space representation of the system dynamics will be : 

i =f(~) - r (x) t 

with f to be one of the following: 

and r to be one O£: 

where f, , f,, g, , g,, g3 , fl ,fi, , g2, & are nonlinear functions, and c,s, ti ( i = 1,7)  are 

respectively the cosine, the sine and the tangent of the steering angle x, given in the 

appendix. 



Neglecting the tire dynamics may raise a discussion about the validity of the nonholonomic 

kinematic constraints which depends on the existence of constraint or reaction forces. For 

a mobile robot, these forces are both Iateral friction forces, which prevent tires from 

skidding, and longitudinal niction forces, which allow acceleration and braking. The 

existence of these forces [8], results in the nonholonomic constraints and actually without 

them the system is not controllable. It is also implicitly assumed that the vibrations in tire 

dynamics llre damped enough so that they do not destabilize the proposed path-tracking 

scheme and the path-tracker will be able to compensate the rneasured lateral or speed errors 

arising from tire pneumatic deformations. 

3. Control Algorithm 

3.1 Choice of a Control-point 

In the context of geometnc lateral-offset tracking, the instantaneous offset between a vehicle 

point (coneol-point) and the desired path is defined as the lateral-offset. Most researchers 

have chosen a control-point attached to the vehicle main body (body A) such as center of 

gravity (c.g.) Such a point is an appropriate choice for the family of omnidirectional mobile 

robots. But for a car-like robot, if the angular velocity of the fiont wheel (around b, in Figure 

1) is zero, the steering commands will not affect the motion of such control-points and this 

leads to a singular lacobian matrix. 



This fact can be shown for an arbitrary control-points P' attached to the bodyil. The position 

vector of point P'from the vehicle cg .  is p ' = Xacr, - Yaa,, (see figure l), where Xoand Y, 

are any real constant values. In the Newtonian reference h e ,  N, the derivative of this 

vector is : 

Substituting the appropriate terms of eq. (6) into eq. (9), the steering angular speed x, does 

not appear in the nght side of eq. (9), neither for the FWD nor for the RWD robots. Hence, 

the Jacobian matrix is singular for any point attached to the body A such as P'. The control- 

point, proposed here, is a steerable point in front of the robot, i.e. the point P in figure 1 with 

position vector p = [x, yp lT  which satisfies the necessary condition of having a non-singular 

decoupling rnatrix. The idea behind this choice cm be visualized by a child pulling a cart. 

The kinematics of a front steering child-cart is very similar to a car-like mobile robot of 

figure 1. If the child attaches a rope to any fixed control-point P*(ex. the center of front tire 

axis c * ), he will have difnculties guiding bis cart through a desired path. But, if the pulling 

rope is attached on a point on the steering handle (visualized by point P), he can run through 

any desired path and the cart will follow him. The Cartesian coordinates of point P are 

derived from the vehicle states as: 



where c, = cos(xi -xi) and s, = sin(xj - x,) . 

The Jacobian matrix J, which relates the Cartesian velocities of the point P to the joint 

speeds x, and x, is then: 

where Nl,MIyN2 and M2 are given in the appendix. Although, Jp is still configuration 

dependent, its determinant stays constant, IJp 1 = pLp , and the rnatrix inverse exists for any 

Lp = O .  Let us define L; = Ldp . For a very small value of L,' (less than 0.6) the system is 

close to singularity and it may result in high traction or steering torques, but simulation 

shows that with L; 20.6 the system is far enough from the singularity and the generated 

torques are reasonable. At L; = 0.6, the point P is close enough to the point c * and 

comparing with the vehicle size it can be considered as a pivoting point around c * . 

Compensating the vehicle lateral-offset by using a steerable control-point in front of a car- 



like robot is advantageous compared to a vehicle fixed point path tracking. It results in a 

more robust controller, because perturbations, such as discontinuities in the desired path, are 

firstly encountered by the steerable point in fiont of the vehicle. This point requires smaller 

amount of energy to be retumed back on the path. This guidance strategy simplifies the 

control law developrnent and it is in agreement with human driver behavior, i.e. guiding the 

vehicle by looking in front of the vehicle. 

3.2 Path and Error definition 

Figure 2 shows the basic architecture of the proposed scherne in which the inputs are the 

geometrical charactenstics of the desired path and the vehicle desired speed. While the 

lateral-offset is defined geometrically , the vehicle speed is a step function of time or arc 

length in order to allow varying the vehicle speed any time and anywhere on the path. The 

rneasurement of the instantaneous lateral-offset and speed errors are made in the global or 

Cartesian reference Pame. 

A. Lateral-offset tracking 

The lateral error is defined as the distance between the control-point P and the nearestpoint 

on the desiredpath. I f  the desired path is a general function y = f ( x ) ,  the nearest point T, is 

computed by the perpendicular projection of the control-point on the desired path. Then, the 

lateral-offset will be: 



where (x,,y,) are the results of following differential equations: 

Solving these equations for any general function has some practical limitations which render 

the generalization of the approach less interesting. First, frequent maneuvers such as U-turn 

and 270 degree turns on the existing highways cannot be reproduced in the form of smooth 

functions, i.e. there are more than one y, = f (x,) for each x,. Hence, the desired path must 

be broken into several functions (segments). Second, the solution to equation (13) must be 

found numericaily for the majority of continuous functions that do not have a constant radius 

of curvature. Besides, more than one answer is found for x,. 

Since breaking the desired path into different segments is inevitable, the robot pathway 

through the already-constnicted roads c m  be well approximated by straight line and circular 

arc segments. These combined paths, with their special charactenstic of having constant 

curvature, appear as the ideal way of modeling the desired path of a car-like robot. This 

combination is also justified by the fact that a car-like mobile robot has difficulties following 

any arbitrary paths because of the physical limits on its steenng angle and its special 

kinematics, i.e. restricted mobility. Desauhiers et ai. [6] have studied this problem and 

concluded that the shortest path between two positions is achieved by a combination of line 

segments and circular arcs of minimal turning radius. This combination is also the optimal 



path between each of two arbitrary configurations [14]. Hence, the lateral error is only 

defined for paths made up of a combination of straight lines and circular arc segments. 

Choosing this path combination, the radius of the circular arcs are limited to be greater than 

or equal to the minimal turning radius which is not a restriction. Practically, it is not a 

restriction on maneuvers because even the radius of a u-tum path is greater than the minimal 

turning radius. 

In figure 3, e t  and e: are the lateral-offset errors for the linear and circular arc segments of 

the desired path, respectively. They are expressed as functions of the control-point position: 

where s,=sina, c,=cosu, &c=(x, -xJ7 &=(yp-yB)  and R , = J ~ .  

The Cartesian coordinates of control-point as functions of the vehicle state-space variables 

are given in equation (10). Aç seen in equation (14), the geometrïc Iateral-offsets are only 

functions of the vehicle position and the characteristics of the desired path. The laterai-offset 

calculation will switch from e t  to e: at the junction point "J". This point is the projection 

of the circular arc center (x,, y,) on the straight line segment. 



Since the objective is to design a geometric lateral-offset tracking in which time is involved 

implicitly, the switching criterion is set to be a distance instead of an instant. To this end, 

s(xp,y> is computed as the distance that the projected point "T" is traveled while the 

vehicle is tracking the path: 

When the traveling point "T" (figure 3) reaches the junction point J, the traveled distance by 

the projected point will be SJ =s(x, ,y ,) ,  and the switching criterion becomes s =SJ . For the 

circular arc segments, an arc-length variable (ex. an angle) can be defined sirnilarly as the 

switching criterion from which the vehicle changes the segment either to another circular arc 

with different cunrature or to a new straight Iine segment. The lateral-offset definition allows 

the use of simple geometric criteria to change from one segment to another and its time- 

independent definition allows the redization of a completely independent speed control 

strategy. 

The major difference between the proposed scheme and the trajectory tracking strategy is in 

the definition of the lateral error. Ln trajectory tracking, the error is the instantaneous 

difference between the actual and desired values which are predehed by the desired 

trajectories. In the geometric ~acking,  the lateral-error is the instantaneous geometric offset 

of the control-point from a given desired path. After that the lateral error is computed, the 



control system remains the same for both trajectory and geometric tracking methods. Another 

difference between the geometnc tracking scheme and the trajectory tracking strategy is that 

the former only uses one output, hence making the independent speed control possible. 

Anyhow, these two approaches are fundamentally the same, for instance, one may choose 

x,(t) and y,(t) as the linearisable outputs and their desired values as the tirne parameterized 

desired trajectories. The major disadvantage of trajectory tracking is that independent speed 

control is no longer possible. 

B. Longitudinal or Speed Control 

The speed error is defined as be the difference between the vehicle longitudinal speed dong a, 

in figure 1 and a desired value. For the FWD and RWD mobile robots, the longitudinal speed 

errors are defined as follows: 

where V 

(16) 

,> O is a multi-step constant speed. For V, = O the controller becomes theoretically 

unstable, but there are only three possible cases: 1) the vehicle has a lateral-offset greater 

than L, , 2 )  the vehicle has a lateral-offset smaller than Lp or 3) the vehicle is on the path. 

The system is unstable only in the b t  situation, i.e. if one desires to cancel the laterai-offset 

without moving the vehicle forward, but this meaningless fiom practical point of view. In 



the second case, V, = O  does not destabilize the system because the lateral-offset of point P 

can be canceled only by a steering command without decreasing the real vehicle offset. Still 

it is meaningless to stop the vehicle before putting it on the path. In the third case, the 

controller is stable. 

The vehicle desired speed represents the driver decision of changing speed which is an abrupt 

change in most cases. Due to the definition of the geometric lateral-offset, this abrupt change 

has minor effect on the lateral-offset tracking. It will be verified later by simulation. 

Although, in most industrial applications of manipulator robots, the trajectory tracking 

strategy has been successfully implernented, for mobile robots, if the tracking is perfomed 

based on trajectory tracking, the system may be destabilize by unpredicted abrupt change of 

the vehicle speed. For consistency, the lateral and longitudinal errors (our outputs) are 

grouped into the vector e = [ e ,  e,]'. The error e, cm be either e t  or e t  dependhg on the 

desired path segment and the speed error e, is either of the errors defined in equation (16) 

depending on the vehicle type. 

3.3 Controller Design 

To realize the lateral-offset tracking and the speed control of a car-like mobile robot, the 

classical VOFL method has been chosen among the nonlinear control strategies [El .  As it 

is show in figure 2, the tme geornetric lateraboffset of the vehicle fiom the desired path, 



whatever its speed, is cornputed in the Projection bloc which instantaneously finds the 

projected point T on the desired path, and computes the vector of errors e . The Linear 

Controller produces the linear commands v = [v, vJT to reduce these errors to zero: 

where the gains il,, il,, - 11, provides the desired characteristics of system extemal dynamics, 

for instance, a settle tirne of three seconds and a critical damping ratio. Finally, theNonZinear 

Controller generates an appropriate torque vector to cancel the vehicle dynamic 

nonlinearities. The torque vector t is either of expressions previously used in equation (5). 

As the first step of UOFL method, equations (14) and (16) must be differentiated until the 

vehicle input vector t appears explicitly. To avoid the repetition, the process of linearisation 

is explained using only the FWD terms: 

where the terms y, and $ are given in the appendix. The above equations can be written 

in a compact form: 



where ë=[ë, e,]', iy = [ l e i  y,]', ( i = 1 for ses,  ) or ( i = 2  for s > S J  ), and decoupling 

matrix Z = [ G  < J i  ( i , j ) = ( 1 , 2 )  for s i s J  or ( i j ) = ( 3 4 )  for SA',. Asimilar 

equation is found for RWD mobile robot. Then the input torques should be : 

t = z-1 (\O - q J )  (20) 

Substituting it into equation (19), the relationship between the output vector and the new 

manipulated vector v becomes simply: ë = r . Since the necessary and s a c i e n t  condition 

of an WFL is to have a non-singular matrix 2, for any values of x in the state space, the 

matrix determinant (ex. <, <, - L&, for FWD on the linear segment) is set to zero at both 

linear and circula arc segments and for both the FWD robots as w e l  as the RWD robots. As 

a result, both vehicie families require the same restrictions toward a non-singular decoupling 

rnatrix : 

i) the steenng angle must stay in the range of -rr/2< q, ex12 . Practicaily, this is not a 

restriction and even for severe maneuvers the steering angle value is much smaller than 

ii) the virtual-tire must never be perpendicular to the desired path. This can be restrictive 



if the vehicle initial control-point P is far from the desired path. The theoretical 

condition is to assume that the lateral-offset is always less than or equal to Lp, i.e. small 

perturbations do not affect the system stability. Nevertheless, simulation results show 

that if the  vehicle desired speed is not zero this condition never takes place even if the 

lateral-offset is as big as many times of the length of Lp. A related discussion is given 

in the next section. 

3.4 Interna1 Dynamics 

To take a formal look at the notion of intemal dynarnics let us transform the system to the 

so-called "normal form" by defining the diffeomorphism z as: 

For z to be a diffeomorphism, it is sufEcient to show that its Jacobian is invertible, Le. that 

the gradients Fz,and Cz,are al1 linearly independent. The classical approach is to define 

z, = [el ,Lfe,, e, l T .  Then, choosing z ,  = [ x, ,x, ,x,,axS + bx6IT, with arbitrary constants 

a and b, the Jacobian &(XI/& is invertible. This is true if the determinant is not zero for 

either of straight line or circular arc segments. M e r  many manipulations, solving 

1 h ( x )  /dx 1 = O results in the same restrictions that we had for the decoupling matnx. Besides, 

the nonzero determinant depends also on the condition a sa - b c, =O for the straight line 



segment and on the condition ( a h  -bAy)/R,=O for the circular arc segment. These 

conditions are not restrictive since a  and b are arbitrary, for instance, a =sa, b = c, for the 

line segment and a = b = 1 for the circular segment result in a nonzero determinant. Using this 

diffeomorphism, the presentation of interna1 dynarnics, in the normal fom,  for the straight 

line segment is : 

where $. = sinzi, $. = cosz, and fy = COSY = COS(Z~ -z6 -CI)'. Similarly for the circular segment 

where 5 = AxS,, - A y C,, and Eu = cos (5 -ri), 5, = sin (zi +z,) . The $ = O is the perpendicdarîty 

condition of the virtud-tire to circular arc segments. The presented normal form of the 

The tilde index is used to distinct the z space from the x space. 



intemal dynamics, for both linear and circular arc segments, shows that the interna1 dynamic 

speeds, i.e. i, = [X, ,x3 ,x, , ax, - bx, ] ', relates to the linearized outputs by bounded 

trigonomet~c functions. Since z, = e, and z, = e, - - V, are controlled variables and the terms 

of the above matrix are d l  bounded, the stability of intemal dynamics becomes dependent 

on the stability of the external dynamics. Hence, the speeds of the unobservable dynamics 

stays bounded while the errors are converging to zero. This is valid for both FWD and RWD 

mobile robots. 

4. Simulations 

To venfy the efTectiveness of the proposed control law, simulations have been camed out 

using Matlab (Simulink). The vehicle parameters given in the appendix have been selected 

to closely resemble most of today's compact class of FWD and RWD vehicles. Two senes 

of simulations are carried out for FWD and RWD robots to compare their dynamic behavior 

while the controller tracks the desired path of figure 4 which consists of a straight line 

followed by a circular arc with a tuming radius of about 85 meters. The initial values for 

vehicle generalized coordinates are al1 set to zero, i.e. the vehicle is initially far from the 

desired path and the control-point P is at [x, ,yPlT = [2.6, O I T  meters (figure 5). The desired 

speed is chosen to keep the lateral acceleration below the cntical acceleration, i.e. 3 m/sec2 

(0.3 g), to avoid skid in normal road condition. 



4.1 lateral-offset tracking with constant speed 

In the first simulation, both FWD and RWD robots have to reach and keep the desired speed 

of 10 m/s during the path following. Figure 4 shows that both robots can nullify the initial 

position error and can follow the desired path. Figures 5 zooms the initial starting segment 

to see how the lateral initial error converges to zero in the Cartesian space even for an initial 

lateral error much larger than Lp. The difference between the tracking behavior of the FWD 

and RWD robots can be explained by the way that the longitudinal controlled speed (vehicle 

speed dong thea, mis) is defined for each robot. For the FWD robot, this speed is defined 

by projecting the velocity of the front wheel on thevehicle longitudinal axis, Le. px,cosx, . 

As a result, the variation of the steering angle affects the controlled speed. Since the robot 

has zero initial velocity, the speed controller tries to keep the steenng angle close to zero in 

order to have the maximum speed projection so as to increase the robot velocity faster. 

Meanwhile, the lateral-offset tracker wants to increase the absolute value of the steering 

angle in order to decrease the lateral error. 

These opposite requirements, produce a slower increase of the steering angle and a smoother 

compensation of the lateral-offset deviation for FWD robots. For the RWD robot, the 

controlled speed is simply px, and steering angle does not affect the speed control, thus 

there is no such opposite requirements. It seems as if controlling the same parameter px, for 

FWD robots, which represents the virtual-tire speed instead of the vehicle longitudinal speed, 



rernoves the confiict and results to an easier and quicker lateral-offset tracking with the 

inconvenience of higher value of steering angle. 

Figure 6 shows the steering angle variation for both FWD and RWD mobile robots. At the 

beginning of the simulation, the steenng angle has smaller values for FWD robots than for 

RWD vehicles because of the opposite requirement explained previously. At the junction of 

the path segments, where FWD and RWD robots are both at their desired speed, difference 

in their steering commands is minor. The variations of the required power for both robots are 

shown in figure 7 and as it is seen it is more smooth for the FWD robot than for the RWD 

ones. The reason is partly justified by the above explanation. 

Figures 8 and 9 give the time variation of the geornetric Iateral-offset and the longitudinal 

speed errors, respectively. Although the second derivative of the desired path is 

discontinuous at the junction of the two segments, the simulation shows no significant 

increase on both lateral and longitudinal errors at this point. With the chosen desired speed 

of 10 m/s, the vehicle reaches this point after eight seconds. The value of Lp has been varîed 

fkom 0.1 meter to 10 meters to verify its effect on the errors at the junction point but no 

noticeable change has been observed. 

4.2 Effect of discontinuous speed change 

As mentioned before, the desired speed can be a function of parameter s or time. In the next 

set of simulations, the desired speed changes abruptly using a step function of time. The 



desired speed is initially set to 15 m/s and it decreases to 10 m/s after 10 seconds. The plot 

of the laterai-offset tracking (not shown) is quite the same as figures 4 and 5, and no 

signincant difference is recognized, meanwhile figures 10 to 12 show more significant 

results. 

While the vehicle is following the circular arc segment, a sudden change of the desired speed 

perturbs the lateral offset tracking more than when it is following the straight line segment. 

This is due to the presence of al1 nonlinear terms of the system dynamics, i.e. the coupling 

effect of steering and traction dynamics. Although, no robustness has been considered in the 

control law development, the controller behaves robust enough in lateral-offset tracking even 

under the abrupt changes of the desired speed. The opposite requirement on steering 

commands, explained before for the FWD robots, results in a more robust lateral-offset 

tracker in the presence of such discontinuous changes in the desired speed, (figure 10 and 

12). To ensure the zero-error tracking under perturbations such as parameter uncertainties, 

the linear commands must be more robust than a simple PD (proportional derivative). 

5. CONCLUSION 

A method for controlling a FWD and RWD car-like mobile robots under nonholonomic 

constraints has been developed considering the usually neglected steering dynamics. A 

control-point in front of the vehicle makes the VOFL feasible for a geornetnc lateral error 



considering vehicle rigid body dynamics. Unlike the conventional trajectory trackers, the 

proposed path tracker scheme is designed defining the lateral error as the instantaneous 

geometrk Iateral-offset of the mobile robot fiom the desired path which is composed of 

straight Iine and circula arc segments. The nonlinear control law is then developed based on 

an on-line projection of the steerable control-point P on the desired path. Since the vehicle 

model is not linearized for small angles, limitations such as low speed or smooth curvahire 

are not irnposed on the desired path through the control law developrnent process. In 

addition, using the lateral-offset as defined and engaging one output to cancel the lateral error 

, the vehicle speed can be controlled independently from vehicle lateral-offset tracking. The 

robustness of the scheme under discontinuous variation of the desired speed has been verïfied 

by simulation. 

For future work; the scheme should be applied on a more complete vehicle model with 

several degrees of freedoms which includes tire models, a model of aerodynamic and friction 

forces, and suspension. Also, system robustness under uncertainties of parameters or noise 

in measurements can be verifîed toward in order to complete the proposed linear feedback 

compensator. Another perspective is the path planning problem of point P from the desired 

path associated to a point fixed on the vehicle main body. 
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Appendix 

The mobile robot parameters and the constants used in the dynamic e.o.m.'s, eq. (3), are: 

The nonlinear functions in equations (6) and (8) are: 

fi = (K,, sinz+ - KI,) cosx, 1 det M FI = ( K ~ ~  - K~~ tan2xl) (1 - tan2xl)l 

f2 =K14sinx,cosx,/detM f ,  = KI, tanx, (1 - tan2xl)ldet M 

g, = (K, sin2xl - K,) l de t M 2, = (4 - K, tan2x,)ldet~ 

g2 = K4 sinx, /detM 2, = ~ , t a n x ~ / d e t ~  

g3 =Ic3/detM & = l , l d e t ~  



where det M = (K,, sinZxl - K, ,) and det M = (k,, tan2x, - K,,) are respectively the mass 

matrix determinant for FWD and RWD mobile robots. The functions used in the design of 

the controller are: 

h,(x) = K,,(I - tan2xl)[2x: tanx, - f1x2xJ 

h2(x) = pxp, [ f, cosx, - sinx,] 

Ml = p cos (x, - x,) - L, K, sinx, sin (x, - x,) 

M, = - p sin (x, - x,) - Lp Kl sinx, cos (x, -x,) 

M, = p cos (x, -x,)/cosx, - K,, tanx, sin (x, -xi) 

M, = - p sin (x, -x,)/cosx, - $, tanx, cos (x, -x7) 
LL 

N, = N ,  = -L, COS (x, -x,) 

4, =Ml& - N I &  

4, =M,g, - 4 g ,  

The terms (i = 1,2 j = 1,2) are exactly the same as the abovelu terms if hat symbol is 

added to ail M, N and g terms. The elements in equation (18) are: 

where h=x, -x , ,  A y = y p - y B  and R , = \ / A X ~ - A ~ ~  
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Figure 1 - Planar car-Iike mobile robot with steerable control-point P. 
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Figure 2 - Architecture of the lateral-offset tracking and speed control algorithm. 
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Figure 3 - Geometric lateral error definition for linear and 
circular arc segments. 
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Figure 4 - Lateral-offset tracking of a path with hvo segments. 



Figure 5 - Born of the Iaterd-offset tracking in the Cartesian space. 
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Figure 6 - Time variation of the steering angle. 
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Figure 7 - Time variation of the required power. 
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Figure 8 - Variation of the lateral error for both vehicles. 
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Figure 9 - Time variation of the speed error for both vehicies. 
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speed. 
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Figure 11 - Time variation of the speed error with discontinuous change in 
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Figure 12 - Time variation of the steering angle for tracking with a 
discontinuous change in the desired speed. 
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Appendix D: Equations of Motion of a Car-like Robot using Autole+ programing 

Autolev is a software based on Dynamics: Theory and Application (Kane, 1985) 



Introduction 

A step by step development of a dynamic equations of motion (e.0.m) is presented here for 

a car-like mobile robot. This e.0.m. has been used as the base of the control law 

developments in al1 three papers of appendices A, B and C. I address readers, who are not 

familiar with the Kane method of developrnent, to "Dynamics: Theory and Applications" by 

Kane and Levinson. 

As mentioned in literature survey, enough efforts have been done in modeling the dynamic 

behavior of ground vehicles. Complete vehicle models with pneumatic and suspension are 

suitable for the study of vehicle handling, suspension time responses, etc. To study the 

reactions of a vehicle to difîerent driver commands, or in reverse to develop a controller that 

reproduces the driver reactions, a dynamic mode1 that only includes concerned DOFs must 

be in hand- Therefore, it is essential to develop a dynamic vehicle model which has a simple 

mathematical structure and which includes the planar generalized coordinates, Le. essential 

coordinates to model the behavior of the vehicle playing a role in vehicle lateral (steering) 

and longitudinal (speed) control. 

Here, a simple vehicle model is developed to be used as the basic dynamic element of the 

further control law developments. Some hypothesis are considered to simplify the equations. 

First assumption is to study car movements in a two dimensional space, here defined as 

plamr movernents. This assumption is justified easily, fist ,  variations of rolling and pitchhg 

angles and vertical movernent of the vehicle in most of dnving cases are small enough in 



cornparison with the variation of the vehicle planas configuration, second, the desired path 

is well generated in hwo dimension for both iateral and longitudinal control aspects. The 

second assumption is the kinematic constraint of slippage-free contact between front wheel 

and road. Ttiis condition is tme for most of driving cases and is translated to kinernatic 

nonholonarnic constraints. 

Using the generalized coordinates of appendix A, the generalized speeds, Le. the arbitrary 

combination of the generalized coordinates derivations, are selected as: 

then, the angular velocity of the vehicle ngid bodies (A, B, C) and the linear velocity of each 

center of mass A: Bo, Co are: 

The slippage free condition, of the point of contact between front wheel and road, in both 

lateral and iongitudinal directions results in three nonholonomic equations of constraint. At 



this condition, the angular velocity of the vehicle will become a function of the front wheel 

speed and the steering angie in an arbitrary Newtoniazi reference frame N, Le. 

N G A -  - f (u, , q,) , and the velocity of the contact point between fiont wheel and road becomes 

zero, i.e. *cC = O. These velocity constraints are equal to the following scalar equations: 

The above velocity constra.int equations should replace in the velocity tems and the results 

should be differentiated in the Newtonian reference fkame N in order to find the linear and 

angular acceleration of vehicle bodies. This is a mathematical routine of substitution and 

derivation that can be done by Atolev software. The following step by step cornputer 

program is wntten to this end:! The mode1 has five generalized coordinates and three 

equations of constraints: 

DOF(2,S) 

N is a the default frame that moves on the road and which is our local Newtonian reference 

frame for the vehicle motions. A is the car main body fiame, B is a massless fiame k e d  on 

the front wheel center of rotation and C is the wheel reference fiame: 

-s (AB,C) 

MASSLESS(B) 

MASS(A,MA,C,MC) 



POINTS (CHAT) 

An assumption here is that al1 frames coincide the principal inertial axis of bodies: 

PRINCIPAL(A,C) 

CONST(L1 ,L2,RO,La) 

VAR(Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4,Q5) 

SPECIFIED(S23,C23 ,S4,C4) 

S3=SIN(Q3) 

C3=COS(Q3) 

S4=SIN(Q4) 

C4=COS(Q4) 

SS=SIN(Q5) 

CS=COS(Q5) 

SIMPROT(N,A,3,Q3) 

DIRCOS(N,A,C3,-S3,O,S3,C3,O,O,0,1) 

SIMPROT(A,B73,Q4) 

DIRCOS(A,B,C4,-S4,0,S4,C4,070~O~1) 

SMPROT(B,C,l,QS) 

DIRCOS(B,C,i ,0,O7O,C5,-S5,0,SS,C5) 

DIRCOS(A,C) 

DIRCOS(N,B) 

DIRCOS(N,C) 

Ql1=C0S(Q3)*U3-SIN(Q3)*U4 



Q2'=SIN(Q3)*U3+COS(Q3)*U4 

Q3'=U5 

QS1=U2 

Q4'=U 1 

WAN=Q3'*A3 

WBA=Q4'*A3 

WCB=QS1*B1 

WBN=ADD(WAN,WBA) 

WCA=ADD(wBA,WCB) 

WCN=ADD(WBN,WCB) 

VASTARN=U3 *Al+U4*A2 

VCSTARA=-L1 *Q3'*Al 

VCSTARN=ADD(VASTARN,VCSTARA) 

VCHATB=-RO*QS*(-S4*Al+C4*AS) 

VCHATA=ADD(VCSTARA,VCHATB) 

VCHATN=ADD(VASTAEW,VCHATA) 

The equations of constraints are corne fiom having no laterd or longitudinal slippage. n i e  

angular velocity of bodyA in the reference fiame A is calculated and the first equation of 

constraint is extracted: 

US=RO*Sd*U2/La 

Also the velocity of CHAT in reference frame N is zero in both directions : 



U3=Ll*RO*SD*U2/LA-RO*SD*U2 

CONSTRAIN 

Dy namics 

The objective of the dynamic analyses is to End the e.0.m. of the car-like robot. This is a very 

straight forward but time consuming step roward a unique solution which justifies the use 

of the cornputer code generator Autolev. The rest of commands are then: 

ALFAN=DERrV(wAN,T,N) 

ALFBN=DEW(WBN,T,N) 

ALFCN=DEW(W CN,T,N) 

AASTARN=DERJY(VASTARN,T,N) 

ACSTARN=DERIV(VCSTARN,T,N) 

Acmm=DERIv(VCHATN,T,N) 

FRSTAR 

TORQUE(B/C)=TBC * B 1 

TORQUE(A/B)=TAB*B3 

FR 

KANE 

The final result of this program are two dynamic e.0.m.. The derived equations of motion are 

manually simplified as far as it was possible and they represented in the rnatrix form of: 



with 

where Kl to K, are the constants representing the vehicle characteristics. This compact 

equation has the vector of torque inputs at right and the ngid body dynamics of the system 

at left. This is the conventional form of representing dynamics of manipulator robots. 

Finally, these equations have been transformed to the state space for the control purpose. The 

final state equations of motion are given as: 

The first series of the state equations with (i = 1,2,3,4) are the equations of motion of the 

rested two DOFs after applying the motion constraints and the second series with (j = 1,2,3) 

are the velocity constraints transformed to the state space. In these equations (k = 1,2,3,4) 

and (m = 1,2,3) are the floating state variables. The state space representation is given 

because it facilitates the understanding of the steps made toward the control law design and 

it is the normal fonn seen in the literature. 




